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THE JOB CORPS PROGRAM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1994

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR & HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m., in room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Simon presiding.
Present: Senators Simon, Pell, Harkin, Kassebaum, and Jeffords.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator SIMON. Our hearing will come to order and I apologize
to the Secretary of Labor and to all of our witnesses. We have had
some votes over on the Senate floor.

This hearing is an opportunity to note the 30th anniversary of
the Job Corps and the 1.6 million young people it has served.
Among others here in our room today are 45 young people who I
particularly want to welcome. They are members of the nine teams
who will compete in the Fifth Annual National Job Corps Academic
Olympics tomorrow and Thursday. I just want to say to all of these
young people, we are very, very proud of you.

The average Job Corps student is 18 years old, reads at a sev-
enth grade level, has had a disruptive home life, has never held a
full-time job, and comes from a family with a fall-lilt income of
under $7,000.

We talk about anti-crime programs. We are not going to solve
crime just by building more and more prisons. We are going to
solve crime by doing positive things and giving people hope. I have
said this over and over. The great division in our society is not be-
tween black and white or Hispanic and Anglo, it is between people
who have hope and people who have given up.

The Jobs Corps gives people the spark of hope. I have had a
chance to visit two Job Corps centers. It has been great. The In-
spector General's report today is going to suggest that we can have
improvements and unquestionably there can be improvements, that
is true in any program. But in pure dollars and cents, the evidence
is it pays off, about $1.50 in the short time for every $1.00 we in-
vest. But more than that, it pays off in human terms, in terms of
people whose lives can be turned around and who, instead of tak-
ing ct23,000 a year sitting in prison somewhere are productive
members of society, contributing and making ours a better society.

So I am very pleased to be here. I am an enthusiastic supporter
of the Jobs Corps and look forward to the testimony we have today.

Senator Jeffords?
lThe prepared statement of Senator Simon follows:1

(I)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Mr. President, I would like to recognize the Job Corps program
and take this opportunity to celebrate its 30th anniversary and the
1.6 million young people it has served. I met yesterday with 45
members of the nine teams who competed earlier this week in the
Fifth Annual National Job Corps Academic Olympics. These young
people are an inspiration to all of usand proof that Job Corps
works.

Job Corps stands out as one of our country's most successful job
training programs. It serves approximately 65,000 students each
year in 111 centers throughout the U.S. Job Corps has a successful
placement rate of 65 percent.

I am pleased that last year Job Corps announced its expansion
to nine new centers, serving an additional 3,600 youth who are
most at-risk. In Illinois, for every student enrolled in Job Corps
there are 65 young people who are eligible and in need but who go
unserved.

The average Job Corps student is 18 years old, reads at a sev-
enth grade level, has a disruptive home life, has never held a full-
time job, and comes from a family with an income of under $7,000.
More than 80 percent are high school dropouts. These young people
are at-risk. Too many of our disadvantaged young people are thrust
into an unhealthy cycle of dead end jobs, unemployment and de-
pendency on public assistance. Even worse, many turn to lives of
crime.

I have often said that the true division in our society is not be-
tween black and white, or Anglo and Hispanic, or even between
rich and poor. The true division in our society is between those who
have hope and those who have given up. We have too many people
who have given up. Jot, Corps gives people hope, and an oppor-
tunity to succeed.

According to an a study by Mathematica Policy Research, for
every dollar invested in Job Corps, $1.46 is returned to the econ-
omy through reductions in income maintenance payments, the
costs of crime and incarceration, and through increased taxes paid
by Job Corps graduates. In addition to improving their future earn-
ings, Job Corps participants are less dependent on welfare and un-
employment insurana.

Job Corps helps young people become productive, economically
self-sufficient members of society. Few employment and training
programs target high school dropouts with low reading levels, and
fewer still have had their effectiveness documented in as rigorous
an independent evaluation as has Job Corps.

The Department of Labor's Inspector General has raised some
concerns about the Job Corps. No program is perfect and Job Corps
is no exception. But it is significant that while the Inspector Gen-
eral has raised concerns, his testimony at a hearing on Tuesday
emphasizes the importance of the program:

The OIG has always believed that the Job Corps Program plays
a pivotal role in the Nation's plan to enhance the economic earning
power of America's youth. In its 30-year history, the program has
enjoyed a great deal of success. However, as is always the rase for
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programs of this size and magnitude, there is room for improve-
ment.

Secretary of Labor Robert Reich described Job Corps as, one of
the jewels in the crown of our workforce investment system. If the
Job Corps did not exist, we would have to invent it, and that mis-
sion of invention would be among the Administration's highest pri-
orities. But fortunately, the Job Corps already exists, and boasts a
resounding record of success. So our mission is to preserve it, ex-
pand it, and further improve it.

We also heard the inspiring stories of three Job Corps partici-
pants: Miguel Garza, Tamika Butler, and Anna Street.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much and I
just want to follow on, along with your words. First of all, I would
like to give a special welcome to the members of the Northern Job
Corps from the State of Vermont who are down here participating
in the event to which you referred to. Welcome and I am just real
proud of what you have done and what you will help this Nation
do.

I just want to echo the comments of the Senator from Illinois,
with whom I have little difference in this regard, and that is that
this demonstratesthe Job Corps demonstrateswhat can be ac-
complished and what can be done if we dedicate the resources that
are necessary to young people to give them the kind of hope that
Senator Simon referred to, if you look at the payoff of it.

When you take a look at our national problems, whether it be
crime or whether it be welfare reform or whether it be the eco-
nomic future of this Nation with having the skilled work force nec-
essary to bring us into the future, the basic solution is education
and better education and resources for better education.

Job Corps is showing a way as a model, and we need to ensure
that we replicate not only the program itself perhaps, but the
ideals that have led to the success.

So I lock forward to the hearing today, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you for your strength and guidance in this area. I look forward to
hearing from Secretary Reich, who I have just the greatest rec'pect
for in these areas. Let the hearing go on, and may my entire state-
ment be made a part of the record, please.

Senator SIMON. Your statement will be made part of the record.
f The prepared statement of Senator Jeffords follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

During the course of the 103rd Cor rt-ress this Committee, the De-
partment of Labor and many other interested parties have spent a
great deal of time and energy on examining the problems with our
national job training system. We have made some legislative in
roads and I suspect that everyone involved has learned a great deal
about the system that they did not know before. However, there-
is broad bipartisan consensus that our job is not yet completed and
that there is much more to be done. I suspect that this will form
a significant part of the work of this Committee in the 104th Ses-
sion of Congress.
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The Chairman and Ranking Member of the Committee have ear
marked this issue for such critical focus. I want to commend them
for doing so, and to join them in their efforts to put right a system
which is so critical a piece in the puzzle that is the future success
of our nation.

Today's hearing focus is the Job Corps, long a center piece of our
job training efforts. The program is 30 years old in 1994 and many
of its critics suggest that it is in need of a check up, a tune up,
revision and repair. All of these contentions merit consideration,
but I, for one, want to believe that the program still offers a sizable
bang for the federal buck that it expends and that it should be con-
tinued.

Today's hearing is neither end nor beginning,, but rather a nec-
essary step along the way. I believe the political will exists to take
this issue on and to carry it to its proper conclusion. Again, I com-
mend the Chairman and Ranking Member for their leadership on
the issue, as well as their agreement to work jointly and in biparti-
sanship to resolve the problems which plague the job training sys-
tem. To each of you I say, you have my support in this effort.

Thank you.
Senator SIMON. I would also like to make part of the record a

statement from Senator Hatch, who also wanted to welcome Mr.
Crosby, another witness that we will have today, from the State of
Utah.

[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Mr. Chnirman, I want to thank you for convening this hearing
today to review the Job Corps program.

As you know, the Job Corps is now celebrating its 30th anniver-
sary. It is one of the few programs that came out of the Great Soci-
ety era that I actually agree with and believe has done a lot of
good.

I am proud that Utah has two Job Corps CentersClearfield and
Weber Basinwhich have consistently posted records of outstand-
ing achievement. I have visited the Clearfield Center and have
been impressed with the facility and the staff as well as with the
highly motivated young people who are students there. These are
young people who truly want to turn their lives around.

I believe, Mr. Chairman, that there is a place in an integrated
job training system for a residential program. While I agree that

iJob Corps is an expensive program to operate, there are some
young people who simply must get away from the poor and
unhealthy environments that have contributed to their
unemployability, substance abuse, juvenile delinquency, or other
difficulties.

This type of intensive residential remediation and training is not
for everyone, however; and perhaps we need to make more effective
determinations about those young people who can succeed in Job
Corps and those who are likely to drop out.

I agree with the distinguished ranking member that the tax-
payers do not have money to waste on the ineffective placement of
youth in Job Corps as opposed to a job training program that may
be better :,uited to them.

8
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As much as I support the Job Corps, I do not believe that it is
perfect. I held an oversight hearing on the Job Corps during my
tenure as chairman 3f the Labor Committee. During that hearing,
we exposed several Job Corps Centers that had been allowed to de-
teriorate.

I believe oversight is essential to ensure program integrity and
effectiveness. In my opinion, Congress does too little of it. Almost
any federal program can be improved, and I support the oversight
of job training programs initiated by Senator Kassebaum. This par-
ticular hearing, as well as one to follow, will identify specific areas
for improvement in the Job Corps, which, if we act on them, will
help Job Corps meet our expectations for performance as well as
its own goals for assisting young people in our country.

If the committee will permit me one additional minute, I would
like to introduce to the committee the Director of the Job Corps
Center at Clearfield, UtahMr. John Crosby.

Mr. Crosby has extensive experience in the job training area. He
holds a degree in secondary education from the University of
Miami and has done graduate work in vocational education at
Tulsa University and Oklahoma State.

John Crosby became Deputy Director at the Clearfield Center in
1990 and was named Director in September 1991. The Clearfield
Center is operated under contract to the Department of Labor by
the Management Training Corporation, which is based in Ogden,
Utah.

I am pleased to welcome John Crosby to the committee this
morning, and I urge the committee to give careful consideration to
his remarks.

Senato.- SIMON. Mr. Secretary, Senator Jeffords started off by
noting his great respect for you, and I think that is universal. It
has come from both sides of the aisle.

Let me just add one other point that I really appreciate. You and
Secretary Riley, our Secretary of Education, have worked together
well. It stands in great contrast to some of the experiences we have
seen where the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Education
had jurisdictional problems, you are stepping on my turf kind of
problems. You have been a big picture man, and so has Dick Riley,
and we appreciate that.

Secretary Reich, we look forward to hearing from you and the
distinguished panel that is with you here.
STATEMENTS OF THE HONORABLE ROBERT REICH, SEC-

RETARY, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR; MIGUEL GARZA, REP
ROCK JOB CORPS CENTER, LOPEZ, PA; TAMIKA BUTT,X1t,
PITTSBURGH JOB CORPS CENTER, PITTSBURGH, PA; AND
ANNA STREET, DIRECTOR, PARTNERS IN VOCATIONAL OP-
PORTUNITY TRAINING, PORTLAND, OR
Secretary REICH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will submit my formal written comments for the record if I

may, because I want to preserve enough time for questions and an-
swers.

Senator SIMON. They will be entered in the record.
Secretary REICH. I am delighted to be here today. I wanted to,

first of all, compliment this committee and subcommittee for the
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work that it has done over the years, not only with Jobs Corps, but
with the issues of education and training.

You mentioned Secretary Riley and I, the Education Department
and Labor Department. We are at a point in American society,
given the structural changes in the American economy, where we
can no longer separate education from work. That is why the Labor
Department and the Education Department must work so closely
together. Job Corps is a very good example. It is a program that
is 30 years old. It is a program with a proven track record that
needs, as all programs do, continuous attention to improvingand
we are improving, and I will get to that in a momentbut we are
talking about giving the people a possibility in this country for
being full and productive citizens.

In Jobs Corps, we are giving the potential for some of our most
disadvantaged people, people who otherwise would not have any
possibility to have full and productive lives. This is an interest not
only of the Education and the Labor Departments, it cuts right to
the core of what this administration is all about and very much to
what all of you and this committee have tried to do for years.

So I am delighted to be here on the 30th anniversary, by the
way. Job Corps is a program that was started 30 years ago and it
is a testament to the energies and the vision of many, many people
over the years.

Let me just say a few words in introduction, and Senator Kasse-
baum, these words are directed in your direction as well as the
other members of the commit I ee. Let me just say that since I have
been Labor Secretary, I have had several goals with regard to the
education and training programs of this country, and I believe that
they are the same goals as the members of this committee and this
panel.

That is, number c e, to streamline and consolidate and make
sure that we are getting every bit of benefit as a society we pos-
sibly can from every dollar the taxpayers are spending. That is why
we sent up, earlier this year, the Re-employment Act, which would
consolidate all of the dislocated worker programs and also provide
one-stop shopping, that is an opportunity for anybody who needs
help getting the next job, whoever, regardless of why they lost the
job, regardless of their condition, to go to one place and get the full
panoply of services, both Federal and State and local services, un-
employment services and so forth. That is, accessibility, universal
accessibility.

Now I understand this was a very, very hard couple of years for
this committee. There were a lot of other issues on the agenda, but
I do appreciate how much work this committee, this panel, all of
you put in to moving toward the objectives of consolidation and
streamlining. Senator Kassebaum, I appreciate how much work
and time you have put in and I look forward to working with you
on this next year, and all of you next year, as well.

The second objective is quality, performance, making sure that
not only are these programs atreamlined, but that we have measur-
able results, results that sho.v that there is continuous progress,
that people are in fact getting the jobs that will give them a full
and productive life.

; 0
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Now I do not have any intent to defend, programs that do not
work. In fact, just a few days ago, before the House Ways and
Means Committee, I told them that I can not in good conscience
argue for an extension next year of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit,
based upon the information we have. It will have to be either ter-
minated or substantially changed. The Inspector General at the
Labor Department showed us that for most employers the targeted
jobs tax credit is a windfall. They would have hired those young
people anyway. I will continue to speak out as I have against pro-
grams that do not work.

With regard to programs that do work, I am going to be just as
vigorous and we are going to improve upon even the programs that
do work. Jobs Corps comes into the category of programs that do
work. We will continue to aggressively improve upon it, as we get
more and more information. There have been a number of reports
from the Inspector General over the years, beginning in the late
1980s, and there have been improvements in response to those re-
ports. We have made substantial improvements.

I want to assure all of you that even in a program like Jobs
Corp,- that works fundamentally, there is still room for improve-
ment and I am determined to continue to make improvements in
programs that work. If it does not work, if the program does not
work, we are not coming back for more money or expansion. In
fact, we are cutting it and I will recommend cutting it.

Job Corps succeeds at a difficult and a very urgent task. Let us
keep the task in mind. We are talking about the severely disadvan-
taged in our population. We are not talking about simply lower
middle class young people. We are not talking about people who
may have difficulty. We are talking about the hard core most se-
verely disadvantaged in our society. And the condition of the se-
verely disadvantaged has deteriorated substantially.

Let us be clear about the context here. The real hourly pay of
male high school graduates, that is young men who only graduate
from high 'school, is now 20 percent below what it was 20 years
ago. That is, adjusted for inflation, if you finish high school today,
your average pay is 20 percent beic oi what yJur counterparts who
h&i just graduated from high school was 20 years ago. You have
been on a downward escalator. If you have not even graduated
from high school, if you are a high school dropout, the escalator
downward is more precipitous and it has been that way for 20
years. We are dealing with a severe profound social problem.

It is a problem to which there are no easy fixes. Part of it has
to do with jobs and job training. I am of the view that there is no
better antidote to crime and welfare dependency and many of our
old social ills than a job. That is not the entire solution, but I think
that is a big, big part of the solution. Any program that helps these
hard core disadvantaged young people who are likely otherwise to
drop out of st hool to get involved in crime, to get involved in wel-
fare dependency, that gets them into jobs and into full and produc-
tive lives, I say is a good investment for America.

Roughly half of out of school American youth, ages 16 to 24, who
do not have high school degrees, do not ',ow have jobs. You know,
we look upon the unemployment rate of 10 percent and say yes, av-
erage unemployment is about 6 or 6.1 percent. But averages are
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very deceiving. The professional basketball player, Shaquille
O'Neal and I have an average height of six feet. [Laughter.]

Talk about averages misses the most interesting details. The
most interesting detail here is that if you are a high school drop-
out, if you are in the central city, the chance that you are unem-
ployed now ranges from 50 often to 70 percent. There are no jobs
around. You have one of the most difficult times of anybody in
American history of getting a job and keeping a job.

The portion of young black high school dropouts who are cur-
rently unemployed exceeds 70 percent. The proportion of Hispanic
youth in this situation is about 50 percent. Many of these young
people are at risk of being permanently 1,st to the legitimate econ-
omy, permanently lost to the legitimate economy. If we address
these underlying problems, low educational achievement, lack of
job skills, social isolation, the lack of the ability to move into a job,
when a youth is just 17 years old, we have a good chance of getting
that person into the position where that person can be a full and
productive individual for the rest of their lives. If we do not take
the opportunity when they are at this age, we miss the critical
the critical time to make a difference in their lives.

And this is precisely what Job Corps does. At any given time,
Jobs Corps serves over 40,000 young women and men ages 16 to
24, all of whom are severely economically disadvantaged, 70 per-

nt are minorities, 80 percent are high school dropouts. 80 percent
high school dropouts. Over 40 percent come from families on public
assistance. Only 30 percent have ever been employed full-time.
Many live in neighborhoods plagued by high rates of unemploy-
ment, by crime, by violence, by welfare, by illiteracy, by substance
abuse. We are dealing with the most disadvantaged young people
in our society.

It has been the policy of Jobs Corps to enroll these young people,
not to enroll young people who show signs of success, not to skim
the cream, but deliberately to take the hard cases. For instance,
the program has initiated pilot projects for substance abusers, for
those involved in the criminal justice system, for the homeless, for
the mentally retarded.

Again, I want to underscore this point, because it is so vitally im-
portant in evaluating this program. This program goes and seeks
the hardest ases in our society. Now even though it takes on the
toughest tas,_s, this program has had a remarkable rate of success.
About seven of every 10 young people who leave Jobs Corps find
jobs or go on to full-time schooling. 70 percent find jobs or go on
to full-time schooling. That is remarkable, given this population.
That is remarkable, given every other social intervention we try to
make with this population.

According to an independent evaluation of Jobs Corps completed
in 1982, the program provided to taxpayersnow we are talking
about to the average American taxpayera return of $1.46 for
every dollar invested. This study, conducted by Mathematica Policy
Research, a very highly respected independent research firm, using
rigorous research methodology documented that students who had
participated in Jobs Corps earned more income, paid more taxes,
were less dependent on welfare and food stamps, achieved higher

12
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education levels and were less involved in crime than were youth
from similar backgrounds who did not participate in Jobs Corps.

Now in order to provide us with more current information, the
Department of Labor is now launching a new multiyear evaluation
of Jobs Corps this year. There is no way to predict precise findings
of the new evaluation, obviously, but we do know this, that in
terms of student accomplishments and outcomes, annual results
have been consistent or better since the early 1980s.

So that Mathematica Policy Research, the independent consult-
ing firm doing a test on outcomes in 1982, saw that society was
gaining so much in terms of reduced welfare dependency and re-
duced crime and productive citizens relative to a random sampling
of people who are not in Jobs Corps in 1982, and the results that
we have from Jobs Corps have been consistent or better since 1982,
it is likely that this new study, this new methodology will show
even greater public returns to that investment.

The President's investment strategy, announced last year, in-
cluded a slow but steady expansion of Jobs Corps by 50 centers and
a 50 percent enrollment increase. Eight new centers were initiated
in 1994, the first installment in that expansion. Almost 70 Amer-
ican communities submitted proposals, each one vying to be a site
for one of the very few eight centers that we could. provide. I wish
that we could provide more. I wish, given the track record of this
program, there was more money to invest in our hard core, most
severely disadvantaged young people.

The President's Fiscal Year 1995 budget request continued the
expansion by requesting funding for six additional centers, and
Congress has just responded by appropriating funds for four addi-
tional centers. Again, I completely understand, given the con-
straints on the domestic discretionary budget. We would like to do
more, but we have got to do as much as we possibly can.

Currently, as you know, Jobs Corps is a network of 111 centers,
at least one in all but four states nationwide. 30 of these centers
are operated by the Departments of the Interior and Agriculture.
The other 81, with a few exceptions, are operated by contractors se-
lected on the basis of competitive procurements.

I want to assure this panel that good contractor performance on
key performance indicators is a condition for continuation of being
selected as a contractor. For instance, in the last 2 years, 20 con-
tracts have been terminated prior to the end of their maximum 5
year duration because the contractors did not come up to snuff in
terms of the performance requirements. Most of these termination
decisions were made on the basis of unfavorable performance as-
sessments.

The audits of the Jobs Corps by the Labor Department's Inspec-
tor General have been extremely useful in pointing out opportuni-
ties for improving program design and improving management. I
have been aware of those audits, beginning in 1990. Jobs Corps,
under the previous administration, on the basis of those 1990 and
1991 audits, had made a number of improvements. On the basis of
additional audits, we have made improvements over the last 20
months, and we will continue to make improve Jents.

The Inspector General is a valuable asset for the Department of
Labor, as inspectors general are in every department. Jobs Corps

13
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has worker: closely with the Inspector General's staff over the past
8 year :,nd has requested specific audit assistance. Many of the
audit findings have been extremely useful and the Jobs Corps has
taken action, including termination of specific center contracts
when the Inspector General has found specific centers not comply-
ing, several revisions of performance standards, revision of eligi-
bility documentation requirements, introduction of a comprehensive
new student accountability system, introduction of vocational com-
petency testing and, consolidation of student allowance payment
and data systems to more closely relate student pay to achieve-
ments.

Again, I want to compliment the Office of the Inspector General
for its help to us in ensuring that this program continues to get
better and better and better. No program is perfect. Given the hard
core disadvantaged population this program is serving, we are
going to understandably have a way to go at any given point in im-
proving the program, but that 1982 study overall of the effects of
Jobs Corps relative to a random sample of people that did not go
through Jobs Corps is the touchstone in terms of my confidence
that overall this program is paying for itself, if not doing much
more.

In fact, I want to draw a distinction for you between an audit
which is essentially looking at certain performance criteria and
asking whether the performance criteria are being achieved, a very
important function, and an impact analysis which looks through a
scientific methodology of what would have happened to young peo-
ple had they not gone through a specific program.

An audit is very valuable information because an audit tells us
whether the performance criteria that we established are being
achieved. It helps us continuously improve a program. If an audit
shows that we are not achieving the performance criteria that we
have c,tablished, then we make improvements, and the previous
administration made improvements and we have continued to
make improvements.

But let us not confuse that kind of audit with the kind of policy
research that takes the kids who have gone through Jobs Corps
and compares them to a random sample of kids who have not gone
through Jobs Corps and looks at crime and deviancy and welfare
dependency and jobs, and asks what is the difference between
those two populations.

It is clear, from previous studies, that there is a profound dif-
ference between those two populations. Jobs Corps helps reduce
crime. It helps reduce welfare dependency. It helps kids get jobs
and stay in jobs and good jobs.

On net, the question in other words is the total positive impacts
of these programs. That is the ultimate metric by which we have
to judge any program. Audits look at the details. Audits look at the
relationship between performance. standards and achievement of
performance standards. Important, but not the same thing as the
kind of fundamental study I am talking about. And again, we are
doing a re-do of that impact study, to make sure that we are still
on track.

1.4
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Let me give you an example. The Inspector General notes that
the Jobs Corps has a high rate of placements in jobs that are dif-
ferent from the type of training received in the Jobs Corps pro-
gram. That is the case, that many kids who go through Jobs Corps
who are trained to do one thing end up in jobs doing something dif-
ferent. But the Job Corps is an educational program as well as a
training program. So this criterion, that is getting trained for ex-
actly the same job that you are going to get, is not the be all and
end all.

I was trained to be a lawyer. I have never practiced law. I have
become a teacher. And I also am now Secretary of Labor. That does
not mean that my training at law was for naught. It taught me a
lot of things. I would probably go to that law school again. Some
people are trained as teachers and they end up as senators. That
does not mean that the training is irrelevant. It simply means that
training provides you a background, a context for what you learn
later on. Again, the ultimate behavior is the question to be ad-
dressed.

Let me give you a second example. The Inspector General audits
do not take into account any benefits of the program other than
educational attainment and placement. While we believe certainly
that the program is effective in these two areas, it also provides
very important benefits to its students with respect to skills attain-
ment, work force readiness, medical and health services, AIDS
counseling, avoidance of crime, and those other qualities that have
to do with becoming a full and positive and productive citizen.

A third example. The Inspector General audit notes that the Jobs
Corps dropout rate, which is 30 percent in the first 90 days of the
program, is fairly high. 30 percent in the first 90 days of the pro-
gram. Absolutely right. We do not consider this, however, an un-
reasonable rate or out of line with typical dropout rates for high
school students, postsecondary institutions, particularlyand
again, I want to emphasizegiven the hard core poverty disadvan-
taged population we are dealing with.

Moreover, it must be taken into account that Jobs Corps serves
severely disadvantaged young people who are often away from
their homes and communities for the first time, and are placed in
a demanding and highly structured environment. That is why Jobs
Corps succeeds, because it is a demanding and highly structured
environment,. If you cannot hack it in the first 90 days, well you
cannot continue. And that requirement, that discipline, is one of
the ways Jobs Corps is successful.

To assess whether the Jobs Corps is a wise expenditure of public
funds, it is not enough simply to point out that many Jobs Corps
students drop out. Obviously, we have got to go further and exam-
ine the bottom line impact, which is the major theme that I am
presenting to you today. We have got to look at total effects of Jobs
Corps relative to a random sample of people who are not in Jobs
Corps. And the Inspector General audits do not do this and they
do not intend to do this.

In summary, based on the evaluations that have been done to
date and on the fact that, on average, performance measures have
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been stable or improving since that time, since the past total com-
prehensive evaluation, it is my belief that Jobs Corps' overall im-
pact continues to be quite positive for society. That is not to say
there is not room for improvement. There is room for improvement
and we are steadily and aggressively improving it. In fact, I have
some new data with me, based on the first quarter of 1994, which
shows great improvement over 1993.

But let me end by simply saying this, Jobs Corps has got to be
compared to a world in which Jobs Corps does not exist. Jobs Corps
expenditures are relatively high, but they are infinitely small com-
pared to what we might find were there no Jobs Corps. The aver-
age male high school dropout in American society costs society over
$21,000 in lifetime prison costs alone, plus thousands of dollars
more due to the costs of crimes committed by dropouts.

The costs of welfare, AFDC and other welfare programs are con-
siderable. In 1992 alone, high school dropouts received over $18.5
billion in government welfare payments and housing assistance.
High school dropouts made up more than 40 percent of the recipi-
ents of these programs. The typical high school dropout earns
$200,000 less over the course of a lifetime than an average high
school graduate. And this earnings differential represents a consid-
erable wasted productivity potential in our society.

One more point, according to the General Accounting Office,
State, Federal and local Government spends an average of almost
$25,000 in public funds on each college graduate, as compared to
an average of only $5,500 on each high school dropout. We are, as
a society, investing tremendous amounts of money so that they can
go on to college, young people who do go on to college and have
good jobs and good lives thereafter. And that is fine, that is appro-
priate.

But we are not investing what we should in the kids who are
dropping out. And as a result, we are reaping a whirlwind of costs,
in terms of crime, welfare dependency and unproductivity. Job
Corps helps, to a very small degree, reverse this unseemly diver-
gence.

The proof is in the pudding. The proof is not in the statistics, it
is it the people. I would like, with your permission Mr. Chairman,
to troduce to you three people who are the products of Jobs
Corps.

Senator SIMON. Before you do that, we have had three members
of the committee join us here who may wish to make an opening
statement.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Reich may be found in the
appendix:1

Senator SIMON. I am going to take them in line of coming here.
Senator Kassebaum?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KASSEBAUM

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Because we
were late getting here due to the votes, I ask that my opening
statement be inserted for the record.

Senator SIMON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Kassebaum follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KASSEBAUM

I want to thank Chairman Kennedy for calling this hearing today
on Job Corps. Its purpose is to condrct a review and examination
of Job Corps in light of recent criticisms of the program by the De-
partment of Labor's Inspector General.

Job Corps is the most highly regarded, and single, most expen-
sive employment training program funded by the Federal Govern-
ment. Its budget is $1.1 billion for the new fiscal year, which trans-
lates to more than $23,000 per annual placement slot. That is the
equivalent of 4 years' tuition at the University of Kansas.

When you consider the program's cost, its reputation, and the
problem areas highlighted by the Inspector General, I believe this
examination 's long overdue. The last oversight hearing on Job
Corps was held by this committee more than 10 years ago.

The Inspector General has identified various aspects of Job Corps
that raise serious questions about its goals, its performance meas-
urement, the quality of its outcomes, and the program's overall
cost-effectiveness.

Ina billion dollar job training program considered to be the very
best the government offers, I am disturbed to hear that:

Only 12 percent of the 60,000 new Job Corps enrollees each
year find jobs using the skills they were trained for in the pro-
gram.

One-third of entering Job Corps participants leave the pro-
gram within 90 days and 50 percent drop out by the 6-month
mark.

$100 million is spent annually "with no measurable benefits"
on 21 percent of those who leave the program.

Despite the fact that 50 percent of students leaving the pro-
gram find their own jobs, Job Corps placement contractors con-
tinue to be reimbursed as much as $250 each for these self-
placements.

In an advanced training program in data processing skills,
where the average cost per trainee was estimated to be over
$33,000, only 9 percent of the graduates found jobs using those
skills.

I am also concerned that the administration wants to expand
dramatically the number of new Job Corps centers when there is
evidence that existing centers consistently reflect low performance.
This expansion is underway at a time when the Inspector General
reports that nearly $400 million are needed for repairs and renova-
tions on the existing centers.

I look for.vard to hearing from the witnesses today to acquire a
clearer picture of the problems in this program and suggestions for
how we can help to make Job Corps more productive and cost-effec-
tive.

Senator SIMON. Senator Harkin?

OPENING STATEMENT Or SENATOR HARKIN

Senator HARKIN. I just wanted to say, Mr. Chairman and Mr.
Secretary, that I agree that things should be made better. We can
always look at programs and see how we can modify them and
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make them better. But everything I. have seen convinces me that
Jobs Corps has done an outstanding job.

Just this weekend, I was at a Jobs Corps site in Dennison, IA,
where we cut the ribbon on a new concept that started just a few
years ago, where they will bring in young women with their chil-
dren. There is a dormitory and they have a little room and the
women can come with their young children. They have a day care
center and they have incorporated a Head Start Center--and I
want to talk to you about that sometime. That is a great concept,
putting the Head Start Center right in there with the Job Corps
Center. They bring young women in with their children so they
have got the children's support, they have the education for the
children, the Head Start program is right there.

And I just cannot tell you, you look at these young women who,
as one said to me, she was just a hopeless case. She was out on
the streets a.ld here she is with a room, with food, with her chil-
dren in day care, with her children in Head Start, and I am telling
you it is like a new lease on life for these people. They have just
turned their lives around.

I just sa.. 'hat this weekend. This, again, is a new concept in
Jobs Corps, where they bring the young women in with their chil-
dren in a dormitory type setting. But I think it is, hopefully, the
wave of the future.

Again, as Chairman of the Appropriations Committee that funds
Job Corps centers, I agree that we ought to take a look at it, what-
ever longitudinal studies that need to be done. We have had it for
a long time. Let us look at longitudinal studies. Let us take a look
at what the outcomes have been. That is all well and good.

If improvements can be made, and I am sure they can, in any
program that is that old, obviously changes can be made. But I am
one who believes very deeply that the basis of Job Corps, what it
has done and how it functions, is a net benefit to society. It helps
us immeasurably. I am hopeful that when we make some of these
changes, we do not try to destroy one of the best job creations, one
of the best anti-poverty, anti-crime programs we have ever had in
this country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SIMON. Senator Pell?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. In my mind, the jobs program is probably the most
successful domestic Federal program that is going, and I congratu-
lute you on it, Mr. Secretary, and congratulate our chairman on
holding this hearing.

I think that we ought to have in the record the criteria for estab-
lishment of centers. I know we have engaged in some correspond-
ence in this, and I regret we do not have one in Rhode Island, be-
cause I think they do a job and we need it. I would be interested
in what the criteria are, if you could try to tell us right now.

(The prepared statement of Senator Pell follows:I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing. The Job
Corps Program may well be THE most successful federal program
and, as members of the Senate Committee with oversight respon-
sibility, it is our duty to carefully review serious, legitimate criti-
cisms of the program to insure that the program remains produc-
tive and effective.

I have always been particularly supportive of the Job Corps Pro-
gram because of my long-standing interest in the field of education.
The Job Corps Program offers skills and education to those young-
sters who might not otherwise see the beAefit of an education. Job
Corps truly is a safety net.

I am confident we will be able to satisfactorily resolve the var-
ious questions before us this morning. I look forward to the testi-
mony.

Secretary REICH. Senator, I am pleased to tell you. In selecting,
Senator, the centers vnd again, we only had eightin fact, there
were less than eight. 1 think there were only six and there were
more than 70 applications. We looked to, number one, the ties to
the community, other community resources that are available. We
looked to whether there is a military base, for example, that can
be easily transferred. We looked to the needs, the c is the size of the
poverty population being served. And there a-a several other cri-
teria.

I would love to be able to have many more Jobs Corps centers
and to be able to fulfill the demand that is obviously out there. We
will be opening an additional four centers next year, and I hope
that every State will be able to have at least one Jobs Corps center,
but given budget constraints, there is simply not room for more
than four

Senator PELL. I realize that, and by coincidence, therc are four
states that do not have Jobs Corps centers, so those figures work
out just perfectly. And I would point out, Rhode Island did submit
an application. Thank you.

Senator SIMON. I think he has received the message, Senator
Pell. [Laughter.]

Mr. Secretary, can you introduce our other witnesses who are at
the table?

Secretary REICH. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would be delighted. At
the far end of the table is Ms. Anna Street. Ms. Street is director
of PIVOT from Portland, OR. Ms. Street is a 1967 graduate of the
Tongue Point Job Corps Center in Astoria, OR. She entered Jobs
Corps with limited skills, graduated from the business clerical vo-
cational program in 9 months.

Today, Ms. Street is the project director of the Partners in Voca-
tional Opportunity Training in Portland, OR as a Jobs Corps dem-
onstration project. This project teaches young welfare mothers job
skills and life skills to make them self-sufficient.

Next to Ms. Street is Tamika Butler, a health occupations stu-
dent at the Pittsburgh Jobs Corps Center. At age 11, Ms. Butler
was diagnosed with cerebral palsy and during her early years in
Philadelphia she had to overcome many, many obstacles. In 1993,
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she entered the Pittsburgh Jobs Corps Center and has been very
successful.

Her goal is to attend Allegheny Community College to obtain an
associate degree in physical therapy and ultimate become a phys-
ical therapist. I might add ihat I was just in Philadelphia
week, Ms. Butler, and I was with a physical therapist company in
Philadelphia and they told me that they had a need for 1,000 phys-
ical and occupational therapists and they could not find skilled
young people to take those jobs. So you have chosen wisely.

Next to me is Miguel Garza, a Jobs Corps student at Red Rock
Jobs Corps Center in Lopez, PA. As a student at the Red Rock Jobs
Corps Center, Mr. Garza is enrolled in the advanced training pro-
gram where, after two semesters in college, he is carrying a 3.5
grade point average. A native of Texas, he dropped out of high
school when his father died and moved with his sister to Maryland.

He completed the automotive repair trade program after enroll-
ing in Jobs Corps and Miguel entered the off-center program at
Luzerne County Community College where he is now studying
business management.

Mr. Chairman, if it fits into the program, I think any of these
people would be pleased to report to you.

Senator SIMON. We would be happy to. Do you have any pref-
erence? If not, we will call on you, Ms. Street, first.

Ms. STREET. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I cannot tell you what an honor it is to be here before this distin-

guished body, our representatives. 1 thought Jobs Corps was the
pinnacle, the key experience in my life, but I am going to tell you,
being here this morning and hearing the kind of support that I
have heard, really has lifted my heart.

My name is Anna Street and I am proud to be here to tell you
how T, 'is Corps changed my life 26 years ago. I grew up in a single
parem home with five sisters and one brother. After graduating
from high school, my mother could not afford to send me on to col-
lege or a business school. Then I heard about Jobs Corps on TV.
The best thing that I did was to make that telephone call and take
advantage of that opportunity.

In those days, there were not very many opportunities in Las
Vegas, NV for a 17 year old. That was an adult city and the few
offers that I had were not palatable for any young person. About
that time, there had been a purging of frustrations in our Nation's
cities and the wake of the aftermath was still visible in a lot of
cities, an old story that is all too sadly familiar to most of us.

But it is just that today we have got different kind of issues oc-
curring, that are confronting our young people. And thank God
Jobs Corps is there as a way out.

The toughest decision that I ever made was to leave that safety
net of home to get out of poverty. Senator Simon, I was afraid. I
had low self-esteem. I was afraid because I knew that if I went and
tried, I might fail. But one thing is sure, I knew that if Anna did
not try, she was sure to fail.

So I took the opportunity that Jobs Corps gave me. I entered
Tongue Point Jobs Corps Center in Astoria, OR in 1967 and 9
months later I completed business and clerical occupations, typing
85 words a minute, taking shorthand at 110 words a minute, and
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the rest was history. I was the first African American stenog-
rapher, the first Jobs Corps graduate to be placed at SP&F Rail-
road as a stenographer, and since then, sir, I have been many
firsts. But I do not mind, as long as I am not the last. I want them
to say send me another Jobs Corps student just like Anna Street.

Jobs Corps then helped me to enter college. I entered Portland
State University in 1969, where I remained until 1974. I left to
work. I was eager to go apply those skills. But last year, in 1993,
I completed a degree at Concordia College in business management
and communications. So the skills that I learned in Jobs Corps, the
pursuit of excellence, the fact that education is a continuous proc-
ess, it is a journey, it is a journey, not a destination, are still with
me.

But at a time when I needed it most, at a time when a lot of
young people need it most, when they are faking it until they can
make it, when they are trying on different personas, and trying to
answer some of life's questions such as who am I? Where am I
going? How do I get there? Jobs Corps was there to help me find
my way, just as it has been with thousands of young people.

I found wonderful people in Jobs Corps, committed to helping
young people like Anna and others to find their way. And they
pushed me. I am here to tell you they pushed me, because they saw
my potential before 1 did. And they pushed me to be the best that
I could be without pushing me out the door.

I learned that I was okay. Jobs Corps made me, as it has thou-
sands of others, believe in themselves. That caring atmosphere led
me to whe:.e. I am today, and I now direct a small pilot center in
Oregon known as PIVOT, Partners in Vocational Opportunities
Training.

And like the one that Senator Harkin just spoke about, that is
what we do. We train welfare mothers. We are helping them to
break the dependency on welfare, by providing them with skills
through a Jobs Corps program, providing them with onsite child
care and an array of comprehensive services. We are not working
alone. We are working in collaboration with the school district,
with Health and Human Services, with USDA, with JTPA, with
community colleges, with teaching universities who run our health
clinic to make it possible for them to find their way.

But do you know what is missing in today's youth, in their lives?
It is high self-esteem, morals, a value system, and a strong work
ethic. When you come from a disadvantaged family, you do not
automatically bring those things with you. They are not taught or
shared always in those homes. ) many of us take that for granted.

So when I hear someone say that Jobs Corps is just a waste, it
angers me sometimes because I have lived it and I know that none
of us are a waste. We are always looking in America, it seems, for
the big victory. But we forget that it takes a series of big victories
to bring about successes, which lead young people to find their
way. If there is a part that is broke, let us fix it, not abolish it.

There are lives at stake, and I wonder where would I or the 1.6
million other young people who traveled the road before me, and
surely the thousands who are going to follow, where would we be
if we were considered to be a waste? In malls, on the streets, in
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prisons, in the parks or in someone's home. Jobs Corps makes it
all possible.

Sure, there are some who give up. We know the reasons and,
having been on both sides of the fence, I surely know those reasons
now, having lived it and now being a practitioner of it. And when
you keep pulling bodies out of the river, it behooves you to go up-
stream and find out who or what is pushing them in. So we know,
no, we do not all make it. But for the mp'.)rity who do, the program
is certainly worth it.

We do not give up on cancer research because 40 percent of the
patients die. Our hope is that 1 day we will find a cure. We do not
give up on the 75 percent of young people who do not complete col-
lege in 4 years, because we know that sooner or later, through fail-
ures and successes, they will get on the right track and find their
way, too.

And we cannot give up on Jobs Corps youth because 30 percent
d'r'op out, either. We cannot give up on Jobs Corps or the young
people it serves because we still have hope for them. And as you
know, poverty without hope is deadly.

But rather than focus on our losses, why cannot we focus on our
successes and take pride in the 62,000 success stories dem-
onstrated in Jobs Corps each year by the more than 62,000 that
it serves. That is why the 50/50 plan is so important, a long-term
initiative which is being proposed to build 50 new Jobs Corps cen-
ters over the next 10 years and serve 50 percent more youth. It ad-
dresses two separate but vital issues. One is to empower youth
today by proposing to enrich and enhance existing Jobs Corps serv-
ices, and to serve the youth of tomorrow by proposing to build bet-
ter facilities, sturdy and new buildings.

By being here this morning, I believe that the future is bright
for Jobs Corps. I want to continue to be a youth ambassador, trav-
eling and speaking about the good that this program does on the
Nation, and hopefully 1 day in the world. But until then, I will con-
tinue to keep trying to give back some of the goodness that Jobs
Corps gave to me, because without it we are going to lose a lot of
lives. We are going to keep on losing the war against gangs, weap-
ons in schools, teen pregnancies, violence and poverty.

Jobs Corps is more than just a training and an education pro-
gram. It provides strong work ethics, work attitudes, provide train-
ing experience. After we get the training, we then have to learn to
go out and apply that which we have learned. And Jobs Corps
makes that possible before we enter the world of work. And then,
at the back end, to take care of us and make sure that we are
placed in jobs. It is comprehensive in nature, not a band-aid ap-
proach.

Sure, everything costs. But I think we have to decide, do we pay
now or do we want to pay later. It is a shining ray of hope for more
than 62,000 people who are in those slots every year. Tamika and
Miguel, my Jobs Corps brother ana sitter sitting next to me, are
shining proof of that. Yet, that is only the tip of the iceberg. More
than 6 million more young people in this country are at risk. That
is a lot of potentially lost lives. We are losing them every day.

By the grace of God and by Jobs Corps, I am not one of those
statistics. But I would like to live you with one thought. Civil
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rights leader Whitney Young, Jr. said it is better to be prepared
for an opportunity and not have one, than to have an opportunity
and not be prepared. And Jobs Corps is preparing young people
today to be ready for opportunity when opportunity knocks.

Thank you, and may God bless you as you continue to support
this program.

Senator SIMON. Anna Street, we thank you. You are a powerful
witness. [Applause.]

[The prepared statement of Ms. Street may be found in the ap-
pendix.]

Senator SIMON. Bob Reich better watch out. You are going to
take over as Secretary of Labor. [Laughter.]

Ms. Butler, can we hear from you?
Ms. BUTLER. Good morning, my name is Tamika Butler. I am a

student at Pittsburgh Jobs Corps and I am proud to have the op-
portunity to tell you about myself and Jobs Corps.

Before I joined Jobs Corps, I lived with my family in Philadel-
phia. While I was growing up, I was teased and taunted by kids
from the neighborhood because I was slow and not very strong.
When I was 11, the doctors told me that I had cerebral palsy. I felt
bad about myself and lost my confidence.

When I was 12, I lived with my grandmother and she was the
best influence I had. She made me have pride in myself and gave
me the motivation that I needed to be successful. Unfortunately,
she died when I was 15.

Frc,m that day forward, I took upon myself to take the respon-
sibilities of the household. When I was in 11th grade, my brother
increasingly took drugs and acted very weird. I took more and more
time to take care of his two-and-a-half year old daughter, watching
out for his strange behavior.

It became harder and harder for me to go to school, because I
would wake up, get ready for school and realize the house would
be empty except for my niece. I had to take care of her, because
there was no one else. And I had to look after her until someone
else came home.

Pretty soon, gave up on high school and dropped out. I spent
the next year filling out job applications and trying to get my GED.
I got nowhere because my home life became harder and harder to
deal with. One day a friend of mine told me about Jobs Corps and
told me what she had gotten from Jobs Corps, a good education,
good job training, and an ability to get a job.

I knew my life was going nowhere. At home, way too many dis-
tractions and I was not succeeding in getting any of my goals ac-
complished. I needed to get away from -home and to focus me T on
myself and my needs to be successful.

In June, 1993, I entered Pittsburgh Jobs Corps, and it was not
easy. In fact, it was tough 'ecause Jobs Corps does not hand any-
thing to you. You have to be mature in making decisions. But it
made me realize how bard, in order for me to be successful. It gave
me a whole new set of friends. I have lost many, Loo, because they
were not able to abide by the rules. Many have went to universities
and corporations.

However, it gives you a sense of safety, no violence. It gives you
time to study, to learn a trade, to play sports, and to make new
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friends, to find yourself and your strengths. Through Jobs Corps I
have developed a strong sense of self-esteem and have become
much more sure of myself.

I received my GED, my health occupation trade. I received Coca-
Cola and Black Entertainment Television national Personal Best
award. And most important, in January, I will be the first in my
family to attend college. I plan to attend Allegheny Community
College to obtain a degree in physical therapy. I want to become
a physical therapist and work with helping out children with dis-
abilities. I want to give something back to others that I have got-
ten.

It would have never happened if I had stayed home. When I call
my family they are very proud of me. I know I am a changed per-
son. They always said Tamika, we knew you could do it, you just
have to believe in yourself. You know what? I do believe in myself.
I know I will become a physical therapist. I will succeed and I will
be able to help others with my problem because of my determina-
tion of overcoming obstacles and my belief in God and the skills
and the confidence I gained at Jobs Corps.

Senator SIMON. We thank you very much and we believe in you,
too. [Applause.]

[The prepared statement of Ms. Butler may be found in the ap-
pendix. ]

Senator SIMON. Miguel Garza?
Mr. GARZA. Good morning. My name is Miguel Garza. Originally

from Brownsville, TX, I am now a student of the Red Rock Jobs
Corps Center in Lopez, PA.

While I am excited about being given this opportunity to address
such a distinguished audience, I am also puzzled. Why have I been
asked to speak? There are others with far more gripping stories
than mine, others who can speak how Jobs Corps turned their lives
away from crime, violence or drugs and into something meaningful
and productive. But me, I was just ordinary, facing many of the
same problems youth all over this Nation of ours face each day.

As a Hispanic youth, I grew up believing myself to be less than
ideal, looked at and pointed to by those who did not understand
me, even as I did not understand them. While I believed I found
refuge by staying inside myself, I in fact developed the characteris-
tics of low self-esteem and self-worth so common to many young
men and women of today.

With limited academic and family support and youthful dreams
of marriage and family, I changed schools to be closer to my
girlfriend. I may have well been destined to the life I had chosen
were it not for what came to be one of the most significant events
of my life, the passing away of my father. When he died, I felt I
had died, too, and my world completely fell apart. For some time,
I wandered aimlessly and without drive or ambition, ultimately
dropping out of high school.

My mother, searching to rescue me from this self-made hell, ar-
ranged for me to live with my sister and her family in Maryland.
It would have worked if I could have left my mind in Texas, but
it seemed to be following me wherever I went. And so, in Maryland,
too, I found myself lost and confused, without purpose or direction.
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Then 1 day, I happened to see a Penny-Saver ad that claimed
through something called Jobs Corps I could change my life, and
change was something I desperately needed. Soon after entering
Jobs COI 3, I began my training in automotive repair. I had only
been in the program about a month when I tested for and passed
the requirements for my GED. While I saw nothing special about
my test results, others did, as they compared my score of 323
against the required 225 needed to pass.

With an incredibly strong Jobs Corps support system behind me,
I was nudged and pushed until I had gained the confidence I need-
ed not only to complete my current step-off phase in automotive re-
pair, but to begin majoring in business management at Luzerne
County Community College. I am proud to say that following three
semesters of full-time full course load study, I am currently carry-
ing a 3.5 GPA.

As I move forward to a bright future, I cannot help but look back
at what was a bleak past and realize just how special I always was.
I just did not know it. It took a program like Jobs Corps to open
my eyes and to make me see the vastness of my potential and the
greatness of my self-worth.

In closing, I cannot help but to think of the many other young
men and women who are struggling to find themselves. I wonder
if, when it is their moment for change, will there still be a program
called Jobs Corps? Will it still have its doors open to the people like
the young men and women you see before you here today, or will
they be turned back and turned away because there is no more
room? I hope not.

I thank God that when my eyes were opened there was still one
place left. But what tomorrow? What about my friends. Thank you.
[Applause.]

Senator SIMON. We thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Garza may be found in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator SIMON. We thank all three of you very, very much.
Miguel Garza, Mr. Secretary, on this last point said he wonders

about so many others who have not had this opportunity. What is
the situation, in terms of applications to get in and the number of
openings that we have in Jobs Corps?

Secretary REICH. Obviously, Senator, there are far, far more ap-
plications than there are openings. Job Corps is a residential pro-
gram. It is a very limited residential program. There are many,
many multiples of young people who can and ideally would be
served if the program was much larger.

In other words, the universe is substantially larger than the pop-
ulation that can be served.

Senator SIMON. If I can just make this personal observation, we
do not know how many more like the three of you who have not
been served. We just voted a Crime Bill where, without a hearing,
we voted $9.7 billion for additional prisons. What if we had said
let us have $4 billion for additional prisons and spend $5 billion
for the Job Corps? [Applause.]

Let me ask the audience, and I particularly appreciate your ap-
plauding when I speak, if we can refrain from applause. These are
the rules of the Senate, even though I appreciate that.
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But I think we have to be looking for constructive answers.
Let me ask a very difficult question of each of the three of you.

Where would you be today if it were not for Job Corps? Ms. Street?
Ms. STREET. Senator Simon, I was just thinking a moment. I

shudder to think where I might have been, given the unpalatable
offers that were made to me in Las Vegas when I was young.
Young people have a tendency to look around them and the people
that they sae in various roles, whether those roles are ethical or
unethical, they look like heros and sheros to them.

And there were some folk around me who looked good, that I did
not realize until later were totally out of step with the drummer
that my mother would have had me preferred to march to. I do not
know. I do not think I would have gone through college. I doubt
if I would have skills. Las Vegas is a large gambling industry.

I believe if I could do a flashback, I could be working in some
casino today, probably as a change girl or a maid. I cannot envision
me being where I am today if I had not had the opportunity that
Job Corps gave me, and I am very grateful to this program.

Senator SIMON. I thank you. Ms. Butler?
Ms. BUTLER. I would be in the same position I was before I en-

tered Job Corps, filling out job applications, trying to find a way
to get my GED. But joining Job Corps, it helped me be more suc-
cessful, gave me more to look forward to, and it gave me a new out-
look on life.

Senator SIMON. Mr. Garza?
Mr. GARZA. Without Job Corps, I would probably still be back in

Texas, probably doing demeaning work, anything that;ike I said,
without Job Corps I would not have the opportunity to go to college
or learn anything about the automotive trade, which I know will
help me in the near future.

Senator SIMON. Let me just make one other observation here.
You mentioned, Mr. Secretary, 70 percent having jobs or going on
to school. Job Corps is not universally successful, but that is true
of high school. It is true of college. We do not say because 50 per-
cent of those who enter college do not graduate let us do away with
college.

The 30 percent who do not go on and have jobs, and you know
some of these people, have been probably enriched in some way in
the process. And so it is not money that is lost. We have invested
in them in a special way.

I think sometimes when we stress the negative on some of these
things, we forget even among those who do not technically succeed,
we have made an investment that is important.

Senator Kassebaum?
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, you have brought a powerful group of witnesses

with you, and I think it is important far everyone to understand
the purpose of this hearing and the questioning at this oversight
hearing, which has not been held for some 10 years, is not to abol-
ish Job Corps. In fact, I would suggest that what can come from
this, I would hope, is a real thorough evaluation. And I hope, Mr.
Secretary, and I know you feel that indeed this is being undertaken
and will continue to be done, they will improve the program.
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It is not just a question of adding more money necessarily, so
more individuals can attend Job Corps. It is making sure that the
young people who are attending will be benefiting. And I think to
do so, we have to be willing to continually challenge ourselves and
the program and how it can be improved.

We are spending, in the 1995 budget, and as Senator Harkin who
is the appropriator and chairman of the subcommittee can verify,
I believe it is $1.1 billion, which translates to about $23,000 per an-
nual placement slot. Now again, it is not the money so much as
making sure that we are spending it wisely.

We talk about a 70 percent placement rate. Mr. Secretary, one
of the things that troubles me a great deal is that we only follow
and it can only be a rough estimatebeck Ise the only follow up
that is done regarding placement is the first 20 hours of work.
After that, we do not know what happens. I think it is important
for us to really be able to better evaluate what is happening to a
young person who goes out after the first 20 hours, so we have got
some data that we can utilize to help strengthen the program.

You say it does not make a lot of difference that there is a 50
percent dropout rate after the first 6 months. The 50 percent who
are still there are obviously gaining some real benefits and it is an
enormously important program to those that are the most dis-
advantaged. But I think it is also a disadvantage to the young peo-
ple who are entering Job Corps if we are not making sure that the
criteria and the demands are of quality for all the Job Corps Cen-
ters. Some have an enormously successful program, enormously
successful rate of return, so to speak. But I think that it is uneven
among centers, and I think that we are all required to demand the
very best.

I think that to just try and ignore an Inspector General's report,
and one that has been made since 1987, or some of the points that
the Inspector General has made in his reports, because of the
methodology used. Nevertheless, if not an Inspector General, who
else can help us audit a program? An Inspector General is in every
agency of government, and I think we have to be mindful of the
questions he raises.

The Inspector General's report really questions the 70 percent
placement rate. I think his figure puts this at about 57 percent.
Again, it is not necessarily money or percentages. It is knowing
that there is some data we can utilize that helps us better analyze
what is commonly referred to as the oldest and the best of cur job
training programs.

And Mr. Secretary, you and I have discussed this many times.
When we spend $25 billion annually on a wide range of job train-
ing programs, I think it is a disservice to those who participate,
and we have heard from three who have given some wonderful tes-
timony, not to be able to have the data to know better what works
and what does not work. That is a lot of money. And I think we
owe it to taxpayers as well as those who we need and support and
help, to make sure we know in a far better way what is working
and how it can be improved.

And that is the challenge, would suggest, of an oversight hear-
ing. I very much welcome this and I hope we can follow on with
others. I hope, just as you develop criteria for where the sites are
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located, we can develop criteria that we can use to better monitor
the centers and the placement rates and what. they are achieving.
That would be my goal, Mr. Secretary, and I think it will vast
strengthen the program.

Secretary REICH. Senator, if I may, first of all I do want to thank
you for your concerns and your vigilance. It is vitally important
that the Inspector General and members of Congress, with regard
to every Federal program, continue to monitor and make sure that
the public is getting its money's worth. And I do appreciate your
interest in Job Corps.

Let me say that, contrary to the supposition that the administra-
tion, or even the previous administrations, have ignored Inspector
General reports, quite the contrary. The administration and the
previous administration have made continual changes in the Job
Corps program in light of Inspector General reports. In my testi-
mony, I listed many of those changes. We continue to make
changes, and I very much value the input of the Inspector General.

I think it is important to point out, for example, and you have
pointed out, that poor performing centers do need to be changed
and altered. And of the centers on the Inspector General's list of
the 20 poorest performing centers in 1990, 13this is 1990's list-
13 have moved off the list. Four of these, because of improvements,
have actually moved into the top 50. Changes in center operators
have been made in half of the cases. There is increasing vigilance
and has been with regard to meeting performance criteria.

If I just may add, with regard to placement, and you also men-
tioned placement, we have new data. We just got it. I would have
shared it with you, but I got it just this morning. This is the first
quarter, which ended this weekend. The placement rate for the
first quarter based on all terminees, without any adjustment for
those whose status is unknown, this is just for those that we know,
is 77.4 percent. Not 70 percent, 77.4 percent.

And this is the rate which the Inspector General uses. In other
words, no paper, no documentation, you do not have a job. So that
on the basis of Inspector General reports of the past, there have
been continuous improvements and upgradings. I have been, in the
past, and I don't want to sound a partisan note, but I was a critic
of the Bush administration in many respect. But I think in terms
of Job Corps and the kind of work that the Bush administration
did to continuously upgrade Job Corps, and the work we are doing
building on what the previous administration did, I think it is an
exemplary record.

But that does not mean for a moment that we are satisfied, and
I do not want to give you the impression that even though I believe
this program is a tremendous success and it more than pays for it-
self and we have got to do more, that it is where it should be in
all respects. No, we art. going to be aggressive in continuing to im-
prove.

In fact, you pointed out with regard to retention. We are now
studying a proposal to pilot a test program follow up with students
13 weeks after termination. I think it is very important to follow
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them longer after termination of program. In addition, as I men-
tioned before, we are having a larger study comparing, on a ran-
dom sample basis, students that went through Job Corps with stu
dents that did not, in terms of crime and welfare dependency and
their future jobs generally.

So we have to keep on evaluating these programs, and make sure
they work. I am with you on that, 100 percent.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I might just add, I do not
want to imply in any way that I am critical of just this administra-
tion. I would be critical of whatever administration might be in as
we analyze the job training programs.

Perhaps to all three of the witnesses, I would ask do you think
it would be an advantage to follow up with participants for longer
than just 20 hours? I mean, that is only a week basically. Would
it not lend greater support to have an evaluation that would follow
up for a longer period of time? Mr. Garza.

Mr. GARZA. I guess I would believe it would be a little more bene-
ficial than just, as you said, 20 hours or a whole work week.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Ms. Butler, do you think it would be an ad-
vantage, as far as perhaps give you a greatdo you report back?
Do you confer with anybody that you have worked with at Job
Corps? I do not know how that works, after you leave.

Ms. BUTLER. You do. After you leave, you are still in contact with
your job placement consultant up to three to 4 months after, to see
how well are you doing, and if you want additional training they
help you with the process, with the continuing.

Ms. STREET. Yes, Senator Kassebaum, I certainly had that follow
up. They did not let go of me until they got me in college, and that
was a good 4 months later. In our own Job Corps II pilot program
that is training welfare mothers, we do have an after care or tran-
sition program that follows those welfare mothers for six to 12
months after they have left, because we know that it takes time
to get stable in the world of work. They might lose that first job,
they may lose the second, but you work with them until they get
it right. Maybe it will take the third one before they get it all right.

Secretary REICH. Senator, if I could just add one final note to
this particular point. The administration, in its budget request to
Congress, asked for $1.15 billion for Job Corps to extend the pro-
gram to six new centers. I completely understand the constraints
on Congress with regard to the domestic discretionary budget, and
I completely understand the ability to extend Job Corps to the full-
est extent that the administration wanted.

But I do feel that this noint needs to be made. This program is,
on balance, the best program we have, the most proven program
we have, for dealing with the most severely disadvantaged young
people in this society. And from the standpoint of public return to
investment, as the studies have shown, reduced crime, reduced
welfare dependency, re productive lives. In my view, in the ad-
ministration's view, we ought to be spending much more.

Yes, we can simultaneously and must simultaneously improve
the programs in terms of the quantitative and objective measures,
and we will continue to do that. But overall, in terms of the effect
of the lives of the most disadvantaged people in this society, it is
a much better investment I believe than another prison cell.
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Senator SIMON. Senator Harkin?
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Having made my reduced opening statement and giving strong

support to Job Corps and listening to the three of you reaffirm
what has been my basic belief, I just want to say, before Senator
Kassebaum leaves

Senator KASSEBAUM. I am sorry, they just called. They need one
more for a quorum in another committee.

Senator HARKIN. That is OK. I just want to say having said all
that, I want to put on another hat and I want to thank Senator
Kassebaum for what she has done to raise this issue, because I be-
lieve that any program that has been in existence this long needs
a very serious look. And I commend her for that. I know that she
does not want to destroy Job Corps Centers. I know that. I know
her too well.

But she does want to make sure that we get the most for our dol-
lars. And that is my hat, on Appropriations. So I just want to
thank Senator Kassebaum for raising this issue. We have to take
a look at this, my friends.

We had eight new starts approved in 1993 and 1994. As the Sec-
retary said, four new starts this year. At the beginning, it does not
look like much. $15 million for the ones this year, $47 million for
the other eight. But in 5 years, that is going to be $240 million a
year. Where am I, the appropriator, going to get that money? We
have got a budget freeze on. Next year, we are going to cut $5 bil-
lion in outlays, from discretionary spending.

I would like to know where we are going to get this money. It
is not there. That is why we had a tussle on the four new starts.
They wanted six. We put zero in ours. Someone who really believes
in Job Corps, I put zero in. I knew we were going to have to com-
promise on it. So we compromised at four, because I am not looking
just at this year. Sure, we can always come up with $15 million,
but it is that cost three and 4 years from now when we start oper-
ating them.

And it will be. It will be, on the average, about $20 million each.
You figure it up, it comes to about $240 million. You are talking
over a 5 year period of time $1.2 billion, double what we are doing
right now. So I do not know where we are going to get the money
for this.

Secretary REICH. May I say, Senator, speaking as the Secretary
of Labor and a completely objective observer of the appropriations
process, that I have every interest in helping you get as much
money as possible for your Appropriations Subcommittee, which is
the heart of the human resource agenda of this government and
this country.

Senator HARKIN. I know, and I will say publicly that you have
proven that in the past, in the past couple of years. You have been
there and you have helped greatly. And without your help, we
would not have been able to get the four this year. I know that.

But I just have to say that we have to look at this program, this
$1.1 billion per year program. We do have to look at any kind of
streamlining, cutting expenses, and we are going to do that. I am
the last person that wants to close any down, but we are going to
have to take a real close look at how we get the most for our dollar.
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Now there are a couple of issues that the OIG came up with. I
agree with you, Mr. Se,;retary, when they say only 13 percent ob-
tain jobs for which they were trained, that does not bother me. I
do not get too excited about that. And some of the other findings,
I just do not get excited about.

I do get excited when I find out that the placement status of one-
fourth of the Job Corps participants that terminated were un-
known.

Secretary REICH. That has changed, Senator. That was the case
in 1990. This year it is down to 10 percent unknown.

Senator HARKIN. That is good. That is good progress, then.
Secretary REICH. This is an example of what I am talking about.

That is, the Inspector General has been enortmusly helpful
through the years in pointing out areas where the program can be
improved and actually making sure that we know about placement,
down from 25 percent unknown where they go in I think it was
1990, now down to only 10 percent, is a sign of the improvement
that we have been able to make because the Inspector General has
been so helpful.

Senator HARKIN. That is good. And the last one, of course, that
bothers me is that they are finding that centers that consistently
perform below the national average continue to operate with no sig-
nificant improvement. The OIG went on to point out the wide vari-
ations in some of these. I just think we are really going to have
to take a very hard look at that, and find out who are operating
these centers. We are going to have to have some better standards
and raise those standards up, and narrow those parameters down
somewhat.

Any help and advice and consultation you can give us on that
would be appreciated. I kind of wear two hats. I serve on the com-
mittee with Senator Simon, and he is our chair, so I am on the au-
thorizing, but I have to always look ahead at next year's appropria-
tions to see what we have for next year. And it is going to be very,
very tough. I just want everyone in this audience to know that. It
is going to be very tough to continue this.

I k..ow there are other centers that want started. I am just not
certain how we are going to be able to accomplish that. Something
has got to give someplace, somewhere. Obviously, I think we ought
to make it give in some other areas where we are spending money,
and shift it over here, but then I have talked a lot about that in
the past.

So Mr. Chairman, again as the Chairman of the Appropriations
subcommittee, I will do what I can to assist you in trying to help
the OIG and his office and how we can streamline this program
and make it more cost effective.

Can I just say one other thing, as long as I am sort of rambling
on here a little bit. Senator Kassebaum mentioned $23,000 a year,
that is more than 4 years tuition at the University of Kansas. Well,
I do not know what 4 years at Kansas would be when you put in
room and board and everything else. But I hear that a lot, cost al-
ways compared to what tuition would cost at a university. And it
does sound high, and it is a lot of money, $23,000 a year.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I have to come back to the old thing, pre-
vention. Prevention is worth a pound of cure. It costs a lot less. I
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wonder how many of those, even those that are sitting here, might
not have had a better start in life if we had had really good Head
Start programs, and follow throtiqh programs, school based pro-
grams, neighborhood based programs, that kind of support that a
child needs very early in life to give them that self-esteem, sc ,hat
they do not lose it? I tend to think it would have been a lot less
than $23,000 .1 year.

That is whore we have got to start pushing some more of our re-
sources, down to the youngest children in our society.

Secretary REICH. I could not agree more, Senator, and again I
think it is important for the public to understand the context and
what these choices really mean. The average dropout from high
school is costing American society, just in terms of the criminal jus-
tice system, $21,000. That is not including welfare costs, which in
1992 alone, $18.5 billion. 40 percent of those welfare people are
dropouts.

And then, if you al 'io consider that this society is providing peo-
ple who go on to college an average of $z5,000 in public funds, not
to the dropouts, to people going to college in terms of public funds
for those people. The kind of investment we are talking about for
these hard core disadvantaged young people pales by comparison.
And if it reduces crime and deviancy and welfare dependency and
gets them a much higher likelihood of a job, which it does, this is
a terrific deal for society.

Senator HARKIN. I agree, Mr. Secretary. Thank you very ;nuch,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator SIMON. And I thank you. Let me just add, Senator Har-
kin has been great in terms of fighting for things that I think are
really important in our society. But we, in the Senate and in the
Nation, have to make some tough decisions. What are our prior-
ities? Is a space station the priority that we ought to be spending
$80 to $100 billion on, relative to the kind of things that we have
here? Weapons systems, other things.

$1.1 billion for the Job Corps is a lot of money. One cent of a gas-
oline tax brings in $1.2 billion. In other words, if we were to say
this is an investment in young people we have to make, and if we
were just to increase the gasoline tax one cent, we could double the
Job Corps program in our country. Would it be worth it? I think
to ask the question is to answer it.

I think we have to make some tough decisions. Now it is not easy
for those of us who are here to sometimes make these tough deci-
sions. But I think that is what we owe the Nation.

We thank you all very much and, meaning no disrespect to you
Mr. Secretary, we are particularl:r pleased to have the three of you.
I am sure you never thought, some years ago, that you would be
here testifying before us and with the Secretary of Labor, and we
hope your friends do not hold it against you. We thank you all very
much. [Laughter.]

Our next witness is the Inspector General for the Department of
Labor, Charles C. Masten. Mr. Masten, would you please introduce
your associate?

Mr. MASTEN. I will, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Joseph Fisch is assistant
inspector general in charge of our office of audit.

Senator SIMON. We welcome your statement at this point.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES C. MASTEN, INSPECTOR GENERAL,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR; ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH FISCH,
ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDIT
Mr. MASTEN. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and

members of the committee. Thank you for inviting me to testify on
my office audit work concerning the Job Corps program and our
recommendation of ways the program can be improved. From the
outset I would like to emphasize that the views expressed here
today are mine as inspector general and may not be the official po-
sition of the U.S. Department of Labor. I have submitted a com-
plete statement for the record and I would like to enter that.

Senator SIMON. We will enter your full statement in the record.
Mr. MASTEN. Thank you, sir. The Job Corps program was created

in 1964 to provide disadvantaged youth with education, vocational
training, work experience, and counseling to help them become re-
sponsible, employable, and productive citizens. The important mis-
sion, coupled with the fact that Job Corps costs exceeds $1 billion
a year, makes ensuring its success vitally important.

Mr. Chairman, the OIG has always believed that the Job Corps
program plays a pivotal role in the Nation's plan to enhance the
economic earning power of America's youth. In its 30-year history
the program has enjoyed a great deal of success. However, as al-
ways is the case of program of this size and magnitude, there is
room for improvement.

In the last 5 years the Office of Inspector General has conducted
approximately 275 audits of this program including various finan-
cial and compliance audits conducted pursuant to Federal statutory
requirements. These reports identified weaknesses in internal con-
trols over Job Corps eligibility and screening, placement, and stu-
dent allowance system, among others, and made recommendations
on needed improvements. In most cases, management has ad-
dressed our recommendations and taken necessary corrective ac-
tion.

In addition, since 1987 the OIG has also issued four comprehen-
sive cost analysis reports on the performance of the Job Corps pro-
gram. The purpose of these reports was not to criticize the pro-
gram, but rather to provide ETA with an additional management
tool in evaluating and maximizing its effectiveness. As a result,
these programs did not contain specific recommendations, just in-
formation on the status of various performance indicators.

These cost analysis reports are based on Job Corps' own perform-
ance data for each individual center. Our process has simply been
to audit and array Job Corps' data to measure performance of var-
ious components of the program. These reports identified areas
that we believe need to be reviewed and addressed by ETA. The
most recent of these reports was issued by the OIG in 1991 for pro-
gram year ended 1990. It is important to note that the program re-
sults for that year were consistent with the program results for the
program years ended 1987 through 1989.

For program year ended 1990, the OIG reported that, number
one, there were no measurable gains for one-fifth of the students
that terminated from the program that year. In other words, de-
spite the fact that these students' average length of stay for the
program year 19S) was 151 days, they were not placed in a job,
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did not return to school or enter the armed forces, did not show any
learning gain, or did not attain their GED. Therefore, for program
year ended 1990 over $100 million in taxpayers' dollars were in-
vested in students who did nct attain any measurable gains.

No. 2, the placement status ..;f one-fourth of the total Job Corps
participants that terminaed from the program was unknown. This
was true even though Congress intended that student tracking
take place and such tracking is required by the Job Corps policy.

No. 3, only 13 percent of the students obtained jobs for which
they were trained. This is an important factor since the law specifi-
cally states that the Secretary shall make every effort to place en-
rollees in jobs in the vocation for which they are changed.

No. 4, centers that consistently perform below the national aver-
age continue to operate with no significant improvement. We be-
lieve this finding is most important and I will discuss that in great-
er detail in a few moments. It is important to note that these per-
formance statistics of the Job Corps program represent an average
of the individual statistics for each of the 103 Job Corps centers in
operation nationwide as of June 30, 1990.

Currently, my office is conducting another comprehensive audit
of the program, this time through program years ended June 30,
1991 and June 30, 1992the latest period for which information
is available for audit. These reports will be issued in final early
next year. Our preliminary audit findings for program year ended
1992 indicate that the program performance remained relatively
the same as previously reported.

Mr. Chairman, one of the most important areas that we have
identified in our audits as requiring management attention has
been the relatively low performance of some centers. Using Job
Corps' own data, the OIG has reviewed the individual performance
records of Job Corps centers nationwide since 1987 and, based on
several performance indicators has ranked the centers accordingly.
The OIG audits have consistently shown that the performance of
a number of Job Corps centers remains relatively constant from
year to year.

The OIG has found that while a significant number of centers
enjoy sustained performance above the national average in all or
most of the performance indicators, there are centers that consist-
ently perform below the national averages. This is true despite Job
Corps existing performance measurement system. The OIG has
found that, for the most part, the bottom-ranked centers place
fewer students upon termination, assist fewer students in obtain-
ing their GED or in achieving learning gains, have fewer students
who complete their vocational training, and have a higher rate of
students whose status is unknown.

Mr. Chairman, it concerns me that there is such a wide variance
between those centers that perform above the national average and
those centers that perform below. The variances include the ranges
of 2 percent to 36 percent for students with no measurable gains;
5 percent to 44 percent for students whose placement status is un-
known; 4 percent to 28 percent for job training match; 10 percent
to 92 percent for students obtaining their GED; and 39 percent to
87 percent for placement upon termination.
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The OIG is of the opinion that every student entering the JobCorps program should have the same opportunity to succeed. As Ihave stated earlier, the program is intended to be a turning pointin the lives of these disadvantaged youth. It troubles me that a stu-dent's chance to succeed may depend on which center he or she at-tends.
Mr. Chairman, as you are aware each Job Corps center requires

the continued investment of millions and millions of dollars peryear beyond the initial capital investment to remain in operation.
While the OIG does not believe that centers should automaticallybe closed due to poor performance this is one of the available op-tions, along with relocation, that should be considered if manage-ment action fails to produce the desired results. The OIG believesthat at some point the Employment and Training Administration
needs to decide whether it is appropriate to continue to fund those
centers that perform below the national average and that are notmeeting the program objectives or whether it should be rec-
ommended that those funds be better invested elsewhere.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, the OIG is of the opinion that the
overall performance of the program can be significantly improved
if Job Corps makes it a priority to, number one, assess the national
averages for the various performance indicators to determine if anindividual center's performance is at an adequate level. And num-ber two, institute measures to ensure that centers performingbelow the national average should show significant improvement.

Mr. Chairman, we believe addressing these areas would be anappropriate start toward enhancing program performance and, inour opinion, should be considered before a decision is made by the
Department to continue to recommend expansion of the Job Corpsprogram. To do otherwise means that we simply will be continuingto spend already scarce resources funding the less effective centers,
further diluting the needed oversight and management of the pro-gram, and failing to ensure that every student entering Job Corpshas an equal opportunity to succeed.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that just as it is appropriate to focus onthe success of the program, since no program is perfect it is equallyappropriate to focus on those areas that need improvement. We
look forward to continuing to work with the Department and theCongress to ensure the success of this vital program.

This concludes my oral statement. Mr. Fisch and I are ready toentertain any questions you may have. Thank you.
Senator SIMON. Thank you very much, Mr. Masten.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Masten may be found in the Lip-, pendix.)
Senator SIMON. I think the point in your conclusion, you said itis a vital program; we are in agreement there. We also agree thatwhatever needs to be done to improve it, obviously we should bedoing.
You say in your statement, while the OIG does not believe thatcenters should automatically be closed due to poor performance,this is one of the available options along with relocation. It seemsto me there is a third option and that is, you change the manage-ment. Put new people in charge where you are not getting the right
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kind of performance. Is that taking place in these poor performing
centers, or poorer performing centers?

Mr. MASTEN. In some of the poorer performing centers the top
management is being changed, but the curriculum and the people
who actually are doing the training or the focus are not being
changed. It is the entire operation of the centers that need to be
addressed. If you change the top and I think in some of the cases
the top management has been changedand there has been no sig-
nificant improvement, you may need to look to see whether the
changes should be made at a lower level.

Senator SIMON. I certainly got the impression when Secretary
Reich testified that he is taking your recommerdations seriously.
Are you under the impression that the management of tne Depart-
ment of Labor is taking your recommendations as inspector general
seriously?

Mr. MASTEN. I am. As I have stated in my prepay: i statement
and in my oral presentation, the Department has reacted to some
of our recommendations. We are simply pointing out other areas
that they need to focus on to improve the program even more.

Senator SIMON. When you mention some of the variations in
gains, could this also reflect a variation in the students who enter
some of these programs? In other words, that some centers while
overallagain, we are talking about young people who come from
families with an average income of less than $7,000. You are talk-
ing about people who are really struggling. But could some centers
have more disadvantaged and students who are just really facing
a tough time more than other centers? Are you considering that in
your equation, or should it be considered?

Mr. MASTEN. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that really should be
considered because I believe the participants can go to any center
they are directed to. And I think they should probably be directed
to those centers that are providing the greater results. I do not
know specifically the ranking of the individuals who testified here
this morning, but I dare say they came from centers in probably
the upper 50 percent.

Senator SIMON. But it does seem to me that there is a possibility
that some, like Ms. Street testified here earlier, she is working
with welfare mothers, people who are just really struggling. There
may be some differential in the people served.

Mr. FISCH. Mr. Chairman, there may be, but I think that the
characteristics of most of the kids are the same across the centers.

Senator SIMON. Pretty much the same.
Mr. FiscH. Pretty much the same.
Senator SIMON. All right. Senator Kassebaum?
Senator KASSEBAUM. First, Mr. Masten and Mr. Fisch, I would

just like to say how much I value the work of the inspector gen-
eral's office. I think it is important for every agency, and I think
we here in Congress need to pay close ention to the independ-
ence of the inspector general's office. It helps us all. I think the
things that you have mentioned are going to help us improve the
program. And that is I am sure, as you have stated, your desire
and it is ours as well.
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You criticize the Job Corps for the lack of performance standards
in critical areas. Senator Simon just asked if changing manage-
ment would help. But I wonder if you could explain which areas
and how these standards might improve the program's effective-
ness.

Mr. MASTEN. rn let Mr. Fisch answer that one.
Mr. FISCH. Senator Kassebaum, we believe that like any business

Job Corps should have standards to measure the overall effective-
ness of the program. These standards should be developed in all
performance areas to ensure that when the program performs an
impact study that the return on investment will be favorable. We
believe that the following are areas that require either new stand-
ards or improvements in the current standards. We L. 'lieve that
standards should also include all students.

The following are some examples. Job match training; this has
recently been added to the Job Corps system. However, it does ex-
clude some students from evaluation. Job retention; the current
standard is 20 hours. I think we heard here today that there are
some experimental situations going on to measure the outcomes
further on. We think that is very important. The status unknown;
the postprogram tracking. Again I mentioned the 13-week out-
growth. And of course, measurable gains. And last but not least, a
standard on classroom attendance.

Holding centers accountable to these standards in current com-
parison of actual to these standards should result in improved per-
formance. Management can concentrate their efforts on those cen-
ters that have unfavorable variances.

Senator KASSEBAUM. On classroom attendance or attendance for
any of the program, are all centers operated the same way? Do
some centers allow a great deal of flexibility in attendance and can
actually be off-site and others have to stay on-site?

Mr. FISCH. Yes, I think there are some variances in that respect.
Some of the audits that we have done have noticed that there is
an absenteeism in individual classes of up to 50 percent. Our cur-
rent work that we are doing right now finds that this is averaging
in the neighborhood of 20 to 25, even in some cases 30 percent. On
the other hand, we have found attendance at some of the classes
at the centers at 120 percent of capacity. This has to do with the
fact that a lot of the kids like certain classes and do not like others
and do not attend the ones they are supposed to be in.

Senator SIMON. How can you get 120 percent?
Mr. MASTEN. Of capacity. If you have a classroom with a capacity

of 40 people, you can bring in 60 people to stand around because
they

Mr. FISCH. They are not supposed to be in that class, but they
are attending it because they like that particular curriculum.

Senator SIMON. All right.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Going back to management again, about 80

of the centers, is that right, are contracted out?
Mr. MASTEN. That is correct.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Under the management of the Department

of Labor?
Mr. MASTEN. That is correct.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Maybe not all of those
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Mr. FISCH. There are contract centers. I think there are some-
thing like 30 centers that are CCC, Conservation

Senator KASSEBAUM. And USDA and so forth. But not all are
contracted out, or are they all contracted out?

Mr. FISCH. No, the Agriculture and Interior centers are not. They
are funded, that is a pass-through through Job Corps. The money
is passed through to Interior and Agriculture.

Senator KASSEBAUM. But the same criteria are there for every
contract, I assume.

Mr. FISCH. Job Corps measures across the board for all the cen-
ters the same.

Senator KASSEBAUM. For those that are contracted out by the De-
partment of Labor, do they have to monitor those standards? I
mean, who monitors this? When you say that you go out and in
your audit you find there are certain centers performing

Mr. FISCH. Job Corps monitors it. The management plans, does,
and reviews.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Management does its own review?
Mr. Fiscx. Yes, ma'am.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Management does its own review. There is

nobody other than yourself that comes in and looks at the pro-
gram?

Mr. FISCH. No, not to my knowledge.
Mr. MASTEN. Not to my knowledge
Mr. FISCH. I mean, they have had the outside studies with

Mathematica and things like that.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Mathematica was done some time ago,

wasn't it, the last time?
Mr. FISCH. Yes, that was done in the 1970s and I think the re-

port was issued in early 1980.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Your staff, it is my understanding, con-

ducted a performance audit of an advanced training program in
data processing skills that is operated by the Transportation Com-
munications Union for the period of July 1, 1991 through August
15th of 1993. Could you tell me what you found regarding place-
ment statistics, including job trade match, those who dropped out
and were not placed, and some examples of the kinds of jobs these
students obtained?

Mr. FISCH. The TCU training program is to train and place stu-
dents in clerical jobs in the transportation industry or in other in-
dustries in such training related jobs as clerk-typist, data entry op-
erators, or word processors. The training was performed at the
time at eight selected Job Corps centers.

At that time TCU reported an 80 percent overall placement rate
which includes all jobs, military enlistments, and enrollment in fur-
ther training and education, a 76 job placement rate, and a 62 per-
cent training related job placement rate. When we did our review
we found an overall placement rate of only 52 percent-48 percent
left without placementa 49 percent job placement rate, and a 31
percent training related placement rate.

Why the differences? Job Corps at that time excluded from the
evaluation base all students who left the program with less than
90 days in the advanced training program. Job Corps' evaluation
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guidelines also count temporary employment agency jobs, tem-
porary seasonal jobs, and part-time jobs on the same basis as full-
time jobs. We excluded these jobs because they did not meet the
basic Job Corps objective of permanent long-term employment in
training related jobs.

Senator SIMON. If my colleague would yield here. When you say
left without job placement, when Ms. Butler is here end says she
is going to go on to community college that is left without job place-
ment. She is counted as not being in a job; is that correct?

Mr. FISCH. That is true in that case. But this program is a pro-
. gram that Job Corps considers to be an advanced program. These

students that go into this program have already completed a year
in Job Corps. So we have already made the initialbasically a time
in Job Corps. So when they go on to this program they should be
predisposed at least to attaining the goal of employment in that in-
dustry.

Only 9 percent of the people who went through that program
found a job within the industry. Some of the jobs that were found
that were nontraining related jobs obtained TCU students include
a sandwich maker, warehouse order filler, file clerk, food service
worker, gardener, laborer, etc.

Senator KASSEBAUM. These were students who had already com-
pleted a year?

Mr. FISCH. These students had completed the initial Job Corps
training, whether or not they were there a full year or not I am
not sure.

Senator KASSEBAUM. What was the cost of that, per trainee, of
that program?

Mr. FISCH. You have got the cost of the initial year in Job Corps,
and then the cost of the 6 months additional training at TCU,
which amounts to about $33,000 to $36,000 initial investment in
that student.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Is this program still ongoing?
Mr. FISCH. As far as I know it is.
Senator KASSEBAUM. This is an example to me of a specialized

program which, again you cannot quarrel with wanting to train for
those skills. But that is a lot of money for something that does not
have any better rate of return on the investment in that special
program. Have you been able to analyze with your study what
needs to be do we need to hold someone to higher standards of
criteria?

Mr. FISCH. We think there needs to be more emphasis placed on
job training match. The law requires that the Secretary make every
effort to place people in employment for which area that they are
trained. I have heard today the people say, it does not matter as
long as they get a job. That is fine too.

But take an engineering school that is graduating engineering
students and only 12 percent of them get a job in the area in which
they are trained. I would think that after 5 or 6 years of engineers
graduating and only 12 percent of them were getting jobs, I think
that school would take a step back and look to see whether or not
there are changes in the curriculum, changes in the contractors,
changes in whatever we need to do to get that to a higher rate.
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I think that is something thatI would consider Job Corps the
school and that they ought to take that look to see why that
matched employment rate to the job training is not higher. And I
understand that they are making some very good efforts in that
area right now.

Senator SIMON. if I could just comment just briefly on the lattt..-
point that you make.. This 9 percent figure you mentioned from one
school is not typical of Job Corps.

Mr. FISCH. The overall Job Corps the employed match is, as of
1992, 1991, and 1990 wasin 1990 it was 13 percent, 12 percent
in 1991, and 1992 was 12 percent. That has stayed fairly consistent
over the years since 1987 when it was 14 percent.

Senator SIMON. But the overall in terms of people getting jobs
I think you have to balance this with what Secretary Reich men-
tioned in terms of crime rates, overall job placement, and other
things. As he pointed out, there are a lot of people who graduated
from law school who do not go into the practice of law today, and
we do not close down law school because of that. This also does not
count people who enter the military as I understand it.

Mr. FISCH. No, sir.
Senator SIMON. Or people who go on to school.
Mr. FISCH. No, sir. The Job Corps counts as a match placement

those that return to school and enter the armed forces. This does
raise their overall match rate to 26 percent.

Senator SIMON. We thank you both for your
Senator KASSEDAUM. Mr. Chairman, I just want to make one

other comment. It is my understanding that about 50 percent find
their own jobs.

Mr. FISCH. That is correct.
Senator KASSESAUM. Is that not the statistic that
Mr. FIscH. 50 percent of those who find job, find their own jobs.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Yet placement contractors are still reim-

bursed, $250 is it, for each placement?
Mr. FISCH. Job Corps has a direct and an indirect rate by which

they reimburse their placement contractors. What we have found,
if a student goes out and finds their own job we have found that
the difference in that rate is only about $20. In some cases it is
the same. But there is a difference between some of the placement
contractors. It depends on how they bid the job.

Senator SIMON. If I could just add here. I am not saying that
maybe you should not change that compensation. But in terms of
the 50 percent going out and getting their own jobs, part of this
is because they have been given self-esteen.. You heard from these
three people here today. So I do not consider

Mr. FISCH. I do not think we would argue with that at all. What
we are arguing with here is that the placement contractors should
not be paid the same.

Senator SIMON. I agree with that, absolutely.
Senator KASSEBAUM. That was my point.
Senator SIMON. We thank you very, very much for your testi-

mony.
Senator KASSEBAUM. 'Thank you very much.
Senator SIMON. Our final panel, John Donohue who is professor

at Northwestern University from the State of Illinois. I regret we
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do not have a Kansas witness here today, Senator Kassebaum. Rob
Hollister, professor at Swarthmore College from Pennsylvania;
John Crosby, director of the Job Corps center at Clearfield, UT.

Unless the three of you have any preference, I am just going to
call on you first here, Mr. Crosby, and go down the line.
STATEMENTS OF JOHN CROSBY, DIRECTOR JOB CORPS CEN-

TER, CLEARFIELD, UT; ROB HOLLISTER, PROFESSOR,
SWARTHMORE COLLEGE, SWARTHMORE, PA; AND JOHN J.
DONOHUE, Ill, PROFESSOR NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
CHICAGO, IL
Mr. CROSBY. Mr. Chairman, I have heard some stomachs rum-

bling here in the audience and I know there are some weary legs
in the back so I will try to make my comments very brief.

Senator SIMON. We will enter your full statements in the record,
and if you can make them brief we will appreciate that.

Mr. CROSBY. Mr. Chairman, Senator Kassebaum, on behalf of the
60,000-plus youth and the 14,00 staff of the Job Corps I would like
to express my gratitude to you to testify before this committee. I
have been with the Job Corps 23 years, and based upon the three
people that you met this morning you can understand why. Sixteen
of them has been as center director at five different centers in
Oklahoma, Texas, Oregon, and Utah. As my mother would say, one
of these days you are going to get it right.

With the present center at Clearfield, UT we have 1,350 students
and they are from every State in the union, and 450 staff. Last
year I am proud to say that the staff and the kids broke Clearfield
into the top 20. Based on the Department of Labor criteria on
placement, vocational completion, GED, high school completion,
learning gains, length of stay, and in terms of overall performance
Clearfield was ranked 19th in the Nation. Mr. Chairman, big cen-
ters are not supposed to do this but we did.

I should also like to add that the Wel- er Basin and Civilian Con-
servation Job Corps center in Utah was ranked second out of 111
centers in the United States. Needless to say, my colleague Roger
Mullins, the center director at Weber Basin and I are extremely
proud of our centers' accomplishments.

I have seen many changes in our youth over the past 23 years
and I am sorry to say, sad ones. Our kids entering Job Corps are
more abused, less self-assured, doing more drugs, and certainly
having a tough time trying to figure out what life holds for them,
if anything. On the other hand, I have seen the Job Corps increase
in size, adding programs such as social skills training, computer fa-
miliarization, patenting skills, alcohol and other drug abuse edu-
cation programs, and special achievement incentives. Students are
actively involved in community services such as Habitat for Hu-
manity, volunteering to maintain public areas, and caring for older
citizens.

Watching all this activity you can easily come to the realization
that there is nothing so wrong with these kids that the help from
the Job Corps cannot fix. You are aware that we target those who
cannot read well, who do poorly in math, who have problems
speaking English, and just need guidance in growing up. We pro-
vide these services, like I previously mentioned, and have helped
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produce lawyers and educators, bankers and judges, and business
owners and many more occupational leaders.

You should also know that when I moved to Texas to direct the
McKinney Center I needed to borrow some money to tied us over.
I introduced myself to the bank vice president and told him what
I did for a living, and before I could say anything else he said,
John, you have got the money. I said, what do you mean? He said,
I am a graduate of the Gary Job Corps center and Job Corps saved
my life.

You should also be aware that the Job Corps is a very demand-
ing program. Four years ago at Clearfield we initiated a no-toler-
ance program targeting drugs, alcohol, gang activity, shoplifting,
and harassment. I held my breath thinking we would lose half our
student body. I should have known better. Kids will always rise to
your expectations and they came in droves to thank me for the new
policy. The center ranking went from 47th in the Nation to 25th
the following year. The rest is history.

There have been questions about Job Corps placement perform-
ance in 1990. I believe at that time the country was in a recession
so the Job Corps placement rate was not as good as we would have
liked it to be. Last year at Clearfield 77 percent of all program
terminees were placed into jobs. That dramatic result is due to the
concerted efforts of the UAW, Women in Community Service, State
employment services, private recruitment and placement agencies,
and our own placement department. We hope to even have better
results this coming year.

I have heard that there are concerns by a few members whether
or not competent contractors are allowed to continue to do business
as usual. I can assure you that with MTC and other contractors
this is not the case. I can personally testify that as a center direc-
tor I have to work with my staff to meet Department of Labor per-
formance standards. During the program year DOL makes periodic
visits to conduct programs and fiscal reviews and is on the phone
with me daily monitoring our performance. To make matters more
interesting MTC, my employer, does the same thing. If the center
and I do not perform then I am gone as a center director.

It has also been portrayed in some circles that contractors do not
lose center because of performance. This is simply not true. The
only RCA Service Company which I worked for originally managed
15 Job Corps centers, but performance started to slip and after the
dust had settled only three high performing centers remained. RCA
was then sold to General Electric which for reasons related to cor-
porate restructuring got out of the Job Corps business.

It is very important for me to know that you know that Job
Corps is not a slipshod operation. The Department of Labor rep-
resentatives are some of the finest and brightest civil servants I
have had the pleasure of working with during my tenure with Job
Corps. I will put the Job Corps record of fiscal integrity of 99 per-
cent-plus against any Federal program. I can say the same thing
about dedicated staff at the 111 centers nationwide. That is why
many staff have stayed with the Job Corps for the past 30 years.

Those involved with the Job Corps have heard statements, Job
Corps costs too much. I say, relative to what? It was reported that
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the governor of Virginia requested $1 billion for new prison con-
struction in that State alone, and you have all heard about the $1
billion price tag for the Stealth bomber.

Something is very wrong here. Job Corps is a 30-year proven pro-
gram with measurable results serving most of 100,000 of America's
most severely disadvantaged youth. $1 billion to save them is
worth every dollar.

Senators, when you hear about drugs and crime and dropout',
cultural clashes and the hopelessness of today's youth, remember
Job Corps helps these young people overcome these obstacles. And
when you hear that today's youth cannot read, do math, get along
with others, lack discipline, do not know how to be good parents,
remember Job Corps nurtures them to achieve. When you listen to
graduates such as you did today and alumni who are self-assured
and proud of their lives because of Job Corps influence, remember
that there are more than 1 million others who have similar positive
stories.

Thank you for this opportunity. I am very proud to represent this
wonderful program called Job Corps and the truly important young
people associated with it.

Senator SIMON. Thank you for your statement and your contribu-
tion.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Crosby may be found in the ap-
pendix.]

Senator SIMON. Professor Hollister?
Mr. HOLLISTER. Thank you for giving me the chance to talk to

the committee about the Job Corps. I am a professor at a small col-
lege up in Pennsylvania, so maybe a couple remarks related to
some of the things that came up here. Having to do with match
rates, for example, I would hate to be judged on our match rates
from the economics major into relevant jobs in the year following.
I have just been looking at it. A lot of them go on to become law-
yers, and I am not sure that that is into productive employment
as well. [Laughter.]

In addition it was said, someone mentioned that the $23,000 did
not relate very well to tuition charged at universities. But you may
have noticed there was a story in the New York Times about
Swarthmore College just a few months ago that noted that even
though Swarthmore's tuition and room and board is $25,000 a year,
the actual cost is $50,000 a year. So when we are relating the Job
Corps cost to the costs of university tuitions we want to remember
we ought to get in there not just the tuition cost but the actual full
cost that goes into an academic year in an institution like that.

Really why I have been asked to come here is that in the past
30 years I have spent a good deal of my working career trying to
work on the question of what works for whom in anti-poverty pro-
grams. I was chief of research and plans in the Office of Economic
Opportunity in 1966 and 1967 and I saw the Job Corps get under-
way and the first evaluations attempted at that time. 1975 to 1979
I was a principal investigator for the National Supported Work Ex-
periment demonstration which was an employment program for ex-
addicts, ex-offenders, women on welfare, and high school dropouts.
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Perhaps most relevant, in 1984-1985 I was chairman of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences committee that reviewed all youth em-
ployment programs and tried to assess their effectiveness.

Let me just give you my overall conclusions that I spell out in
somewhat more detail in the statement. I-- simple summary right
at the outset, I believe the best information we have at this time
and it has been cited already many times this morningis that the
Job Corps is an effective program which provides social benefits
which substantially exceed the social costs of the program. I know
of no hard evidence that would lead one to conclude Job Corps
should be reduced in scope because it is ineffective from the point
of view of either the participants of the program or society as a
whole.

We ought to consider Job Corps not just alone but in relationship
to alternative programs. Job Corps might be quite effective, but it
may be less effective than some alternatives. Unfortunately, there
is now abundant, high quality evidence on several alternative ap-
proaches to youth employment and training and they fail to show
consistent evidence of effectiveness for most of these programs.
There simply really are no strong competitors with the Job Corps
on the grounds of effectiveness in helping disadvantaged youth
with their employment problems.

While there is only positive evidence regarding Job Corps effec-
tiveness, as has already been mentioned that evidence is now 10
to 15 years old. But fortunately there is currently underway a
major national evaluation of the Job Corps which will provide the
highest quality evidence ever gathered regarding the program's ef-
fectiveness. There will be random assignment of person's eligible
for the program to a control group or to the program. Both groups
will be followedto pick up on Senator Kassebaum's point, both
groups will be followed for a period of three to 4 years to see what
happens in their work experience.

Until this evidence is in, the best evidence we have unfortunately
is just the evidence from the 1982 evaluation. I think that should
be the basis upon which people make decisions at this time. How-
ever, I am willing to speculate that the new evaluation will per-
haps show Job Corps to be more effective, although I am sure peo-
ple could speculate in other directions.

My main reason for believing that is that the situation in the
inner-city has gotten considerably worse since the last 1970s when
these data were gathered. There has been a dramatic rise in arrest
rates and in incarceration rates. If the Job Corps experience in the
past in the evaluation of 1982 were held up today I believe it would
show that there were much lower rates of arrest during the pro-
gram period and lower rates of arrest for serious crimes in the fol-
low-up period.

If those same kind of conditions hold at the present time then
the benefits will be even greater because the rates of arrest in the
cities from which these kids are coming have gotten so much high-
er. And has been mentioned time and again already this morning,
the cost of incarceration associated with that are very, very high.

So just quickly, to remember that in the 1982 evaluation the
main points that it raised, the Job Corps was shown to raise the
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employment rates and to raise earnings compared to the compari-
son group of similar youth, educational attainment increased, the
overall health of the Job Corps participants was better, criminal ac-
tivity was lower.

Now one other point that is relevant to some of the points made
so far, in that study after the initial 6 months of the postprogram
period the enrollees from Job Corps did worse than the comparison
group. It was only after 6 months that the benefits began to
emerge. So that the early placement rates are not only measured
in a very short period but they are measured, in a sense, too soon
based by the past record. So I think as we now see it it is better
to think about the long-term outcomes and not to judge the pro-
grams simply on what happens a few weeks to a couple of months
after exit from the program.

As I mentioned, I think that compared to other programs Job
Corps has to look very good. Unfortunately, the landscape in youth
employment programs is very, very bleak indeed. We had the JTPA
evaluation which showed the JTPA program to be ineffective for
youth. We have a program called the Summer Training and Em-
ployment Program, which was an attempt to remediate during the
summer months for declining academic performance of students
combined with a summer job. Unfortunately, though they could
stem the tide in the short run, a year or two later there was no
difference between those who had been in the program and those
who had not.

The JOBSTART program was an attempt to address I think one
of the critical issues with respect to the Job Corps. That is, is the
residential element really necessary? Because it is the residential
element that is responsible for a lot of its cost. JOBSTART, which
was designed and run by the Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation in 13 cities across the country attempted to mimic the
Job Corps curriculum for the most part, used a lot of the elements
of the Job Corps, had job placement the same way, GED training,
and so forth.

Unfortunatelythis again was a random assignment study so
that there was a comparison group that were stnctly comparable.
Overall the results were very disappointing. There were no gains
in earnings. There was a small but statistically significant effect on
the probability of arrests while the participants were enrolled in
the program, but over the full 4 years there was no difference in
arrest rates.

There was one site, however, that was very successful. It s
called the Center for Employment and Training in San Jose and
you have undoubtedly heard about its performance before. There
the participants earned $3,000 more per year than the controls in
the third and fourth year after random assignment, a 40 percent
increase in earnings. So that program that one site was successful.
And it was not only successful with youth, but another study in the
minority female single parent program showed it was successful
with minority female single parents as well. But since it was only
one site that was successful we do not know what it was about that
site that made it more successful.

The new evaluation for the Job Corps I think is going to provide
rich information that will allow you to say not only is the Job
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Corps effective overall but is it more effective for certain groups of
the population than for other groups, and which components seem
to be most effective? And overall, is there a favorable benefit-cost
ratio for this?

Remembering the changing context of urban poverty makes this
program potentially much more important as the Secretary I think
eloquently outlined earlier today. The decline in real earnings for
high school dropouts is just enormous. I think this is the most im-
portant social problem of our country at the present time: increas-
ing inequality in earnings.

It was mentioned the inspector general was not counting tem-
porary jobs in job placements. The trend has been for very big in-
creases in the proportion of jobs in the economy that are temporary
jobs. The largest single employer in the economy today is Man-
power, Inc., a temporary job organization.

But most seriously I think are the rate of arrest and incarcer-
ation, and the Secretary again mentioned this. It is estimated that
at least 25 percent of young black men aged 25 to 34 with less than
12 years of education are incarcerated at the present time, and
that a much larger percentage are under the control of the criminal
justice system or supposed to be under control of the criminal jus-
tice system through probation and parole.

So if the Job Corps does again prove to provide benefits simply
during the period when they are in the program, we are taking
them out of that environment where crime can look attractive to
the very low paying job alternatives that are available when there
are any jobs at all, then I think in itself it will prove to be worth
the high cost of Job Corps.

Thanks very much.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
Professor Donohue?
Mr. DONOHUE. Thank you, Senator Simon and Senator Kasse-

baum for letting me speak today. I will submit my written com-
ments and just speak briefly.

Senator SIMON. They will be entered in the record.
Mr. DONOHUE. I have gotten into the issue of the Job Corps and

the reason why I was asked to come here today by virtue of work
I have been doing in the area of strategies to reduce crime. And
of course, the Job Corps is one program that one considers, along
with many others, in terms of what its impact would be on crime
reduction. There are, as Professor Hollister I think has correctly in-
dicated, there have been many jobs programs that have attempted
both to improve earnings as well as to have some impact on crime
and the Job Corps does stand out in unusual relief against the
rather bleak experience of so many other programs.

In the course of my work though I did notice one thing about the
1982 report which I think is, on the whole a very good report and
the type of report that one really needs to get a good sense of the
value of a program of this nature, that in some respects it looked
as though they may have exaggerated some of the benefits of crime
reduction. I do not think it was intentional, but let me just give you
briefly a hint of what seems to be the problem to me.

If you look at the evaluation, and it has been mentioned before
that the 1982 study by Mathematica suggested that for every dollar
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invested in the Job Corps there was a return of $1.46. It turns out
that a very significant proportion of these benefits come by virtue
of the monetized value of crime reduction. In fact, of the 46 cents
of net gain that one gets from the Job Corps, 30 cents out of that
46 comes from the putative reduction in the murders committed by
those who enter the Job Corps program.

So if it great if that is in fact true that you are getting a high
return in reduction of murders, and it is obviously very significant
to the overall cost-benefit assessment. But as I looked through the
report it seemed to me that those numbers were overstated for the
following reason.

If you extrapolate from the figures that are presented in the re-
port it would suggest a reduction in the rate of murders on the
order of magnitude of about 300 per 100,000 people going through
the Job Corps. That just seemed like an enormously high reduction
in the rate of murders when you consider that probably the highest
category, class of individuals is perhaps adolescent black males and
their rate of murder would be 70 per 100,000. So the though that
the Job Corps was reducing by 300 per 100,000 the rate of murder
seemed high to me.

To sort of buttress that intuition is the fact that in the report
submitted by Mathematica they indicate that the reduction in mur-
ders, as I indicate, is about 300 per 100,000 while the reduction in
assaults is only 100 per 100,000. And there are about 60 times as
many assaults in the United States as there are murders. There-
fore it seems unlikely you would be getting a reduction in murder
that was three times as great as the reduction in the number of
assaults.

So the bottom line of this is that one of the single biggest bene-
fits of the Job Corps came in the area of reduction in murders and
that number is probably overstated to my mind. Although it does
not turn around the net benefit assessment I think there is reason
for at least some caution in using that larger figure of $1.46.

Let me just say one other thing about that. Obviously cost-bene-
fit analysis is an art and not necessarily a perfect science. There
might be one offsetting factor that cuts the other way. I gave one
reason to think they might have overstated the value of crime re-
duction. But they were using a figure of $300,000 as the value of
a saved life from an avoided murder. That seemed a little low to
me compared to other studies that are used along these lines.

Let me just make one other comment that was not in my re-
marks but I wanted to sort of buttress, or at least suggest to you,
Senator Simon, that I shared your intuitions about the lack of wis-
dom in just looking at a national figure in assessing the value of
the various Job Corps centers. It seems almost incontestable that
certain centers will have significantly more disadvantaged popu-
lations, and it might be the case that a 25 percent success rate
would be actually very good compared to what might have hap-
pened had you not had that program at all compared to in another
area with perhaps less severely disadvantaged.

What you want to look at is the incremental gain that the Job
Corps provides. That's why studies such as the Mathematica report
that compare a control with the Job Corps really allows you to get
a handle on the incremental P dvantage.
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Just looking at the actual success rate is not particularly good,
and I think the inspector general said that a certain percentage of
people who came through the Job Corps showed no advantage. He
said $100 million of taxpayers' money was spent for no advantage.
But if you apply that same standard to prisons, for example, every-
one would say that probably a third of people in prison would not
be committing crimes if they were outyou just do not know which
third it isand that would be $10 billion a year if you were to
apply the inspector general's standard to imprisonment.

I will stop now. If you have any questions I would be happy to
address them.

Senator SIMON. I thank all three of you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Donohue may be found in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator SIMON. First of all, I had not heard that 300 murder fig-

ure before, but I think your criticism is valid. At the same time,
when you look at the population served and you look at our pris-
onsof those in our prisons today 82 percent are high school drop-
outs. Interestingly, in 1970 82 percent of the people in prison were
high school dropouts. It is a constant there. And what Job Corps
does is to, like the young lady who testified here Ms. Butler who
got that GED, and Mr. Garza also got that GED, we are reducing
it.

The second thing that is interesting in our prisons today is a ma-
jority of those in our prisons today were unemployed when they
were arrested. So that as we provide jobs for people you reduce the
crime rate.

Both Professor Hollister and Professor Donohue, you talked
about the 1982 study. This was a comprehensive study that was
made then, and are we in the process of another comprehensive
study? Either one of you can answer.

Mr. HowsTER. That is right. In 1982 they attempted to get a
representative sample of the Job Corps. They could not do that
completely. Then they created a comparison group by trying to find
similar individuals who came to the employment centers but either
did not then apply to the Job Corps or were not admitted to the
Job Corps, and they used that comparison group.

The new study will involve at least 20,000 applicants to the Job
Corps. It will be carefully drawn to really be representative nation-
ally. It is really, the plans now I think are really quite imaginative
to do this. It is a very difficult logistical job to actually capture the
flow. If you think of 110 centers being served and the flow of par-
ticipants through there. And getting them to agree to actually do
the random assignment is a difficult task.

But it does give you a much better comparison group. This is
really going to be quite a high quality study that, I think even bet-
ter quality than the national JTPA study, that will really give you
an answer. We do not really know what the answer is going to be.
It could come outas I mention in my testimony, the job market
has gotten a lot worse. It is conceivable that for whatever the good
the Job Corps it has gotten so hard for high school dropout kids,
even with a GED, to get a job coming out it may be that the Job
Corps cannot perform as well now as it did in 1982. We will not
know that until we actually have the results.
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Senator SIMON. You mentioned also whether residential living
accommodations are put of it. My intuition is that is really essen-tial in the Job Corps.

The other point, you mentioned the cost of going to Swarthmore
of $25,000. For those people going to the Job Corps the alternative
is not Swarthmore at $25,000, the alternative is prison at $25,000
a year. And the Job Corps presents I think a much better alter-
native.

Mr. Crosby, when you are running this Job Corps center in Utah
or wherever you are running it, does someone from the Department
of Labor come by to see how you are doing? How are they monitor-
ing what you are doing?

Mr. CROSBY. Absolutely. Senator, usually the visits are about one
every 3 months. Then there is an extensive review of the center,
all its performance, not only programmatical but also the fiscal as-
pect of the program. Like I mentioned in my testimony, our com-
pany is the same way but it is on a daily basis. I have contact with
the project manager representing DOL on a daily basis also.

So they tightly monitor the performance of the center and I can
attribute part of our success to their monitoring because, again,
they are another set of eyes that look at our operation and say,
John, why don't you try this, maybe back off from that; you are
doing well there, continue on. So it is an ongoing process and it
works out quite well.

Senator SIMON. Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I am not sure thatI do not

disagree with you when you say the alternative is prison. We have
gotten a long way from the original guidelines for Job Corps which
stated thatbecause I was curious when we were talking about
how many murders there could have been committed if they had
not been part of Job Corps. I do not know how you begin to know
that.

But the criteria for those being taken into Job Corps was ini-
tially, after careful screening to have the present capabilities and
aspirations needed to complete and secure the full benefits of the
Job Corps and be free of medical and behavioral problems so seri-
ous that the individual could not adjust to the standards of con-
duct. Now there are some pilot programs that are being under-
taken that have expanded that part to include those who are sub-
stance abusers and have been involved in the criminal justice sys-
tern as was mentioned earlier. But that was not the original cri-
teria of Job Corps, if I am correct.

So I think it is a bit of a leap to sort of talk about how many
murders may have been prevented because someone was in Job
Corps. Wouldn't the three of' you agree?

Mr. CROSBY. Senator, let me try to answer this. When the study
was done back in the 1970s and 1980s America was a different
country then.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Of course.
Mr. CROSBY. We have so many kids that come up to me and say,

Mr. Crosby, thank God that I am able to come here, because if I
did not come here I would be dead. That is how bad it has gotten
in our cities. Job Corps is a safe harbor. It is a safe harbor for them
to get it together. So the murder statistics that we are talking
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about, these kids will not become part of it or they will not go back
and do it because they have a way out.

Senator KASSEBAUM. So in your program in Utah do you have
some participants who have been convicted of a felony?

Mr. CROSBY. Very few that I know of. It is not that they have
been convicted of

Senator KASSEBAUM. But they have been in the criminal justice
system at some point?

Mr. CROSBY. No, they have come out of that environment. I am
sure that many of them have been picked up for whatever reason,
because that is the environment they are from; that is the lifestyle
they know. But the fact is that they have come to the Job Corps,
they want a new lease on life. They want to live longer than the
average life expectancy of a black man in Washington, DC of 22
years old. They want that way out, and Job Corps is that safe har-
bor.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I understand that. But if they have had a
police record I assume you would know it.

Mr. CROSBY. Yes, we get that information.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Do you get referrals from, say juvenile

court to the Job Corps?
Mr. CROSBY. Yes, we do.
Senator KASSEBAUM. So you do have people enrolled
Mr. CROSBY. It is an alternative. It is not a directive, it is an al-

ternative. You have an alternative to do this, that, or the Job
Corps. And many students say, hey, I better get my life together
and the Job Corps is that ticket that I can do it.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I am not criticizing that necessarily, but I

think again if we are going to measure criteria and we are trying
to bring to it some degree of understanding we need to make sure
that some of the policy guidelines perhaps are changed to match
what is occurring. I think we do not really have a good idea of ex-

actly how many places are being filled because of alternative court

orders.
Mr. CROSBY. Senator, I agree with you 100 percent and I wish

we could do that. But unfortunately, the poor have a much greater
chance of being arrested than say middle class or upper middle
class, so they will have to carry that record with them.

Senator KASSEBAUM. But that is not my point. My point is we
need to understand better who is being served today than perhaps
the initial law and the guidance of the law stated.

Mr. CROSBY. That is a good suggestion.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Because it seems to me there is a mismatch

to a certain extent in understanding where the larger population
is that is enrolled in Job Corps today. Because in some ways, from

what I am hearing from some of the statements it sounds more like

a boot camp type program. I do not think that was what was in-
tended initially for Job Corps. It is not a criticism. Again, I think
it is trying to evaluate it in ways that can help us meet the needs .

that are out there today.
Mr. Do Noxi_TE. Senator, can I just address the methodological

concern. You suggested, how can you really tell what would have
happened if you were not in the Job Corps'? That was the value of
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the Mathematica report because they attempted to look at two pop-
ulations: those who came into the Job Corps and a matched sample
who did not get the benefits of the Job Corps. At least in design
what they were trying to say is, this is how many murders were
committed in this group who did not have the Job Corps. This is
how many murders were committed in the group that did have the
Job Corps. Therefore, we can say that the Job Corps explains the
differential.

I am just not certain that they got the numbers right. It seemed
too high a number. But at least that was the methodology. I would
think in the next report they will be sensitive to this, and there is
reason to think it will be an even better study. I do not want to
be too critical because I think in terms of evaluations the 1982
study was a very fine piece of work. But it is very easy to make
mistakes and it just looked like it might have been exaggerated.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Hollister, I would like to ask you be-
cause you have followed this for a long time. In raising the ques-
tion earlier, I feel that 20 hours is far too little time to track job
placement. How do you think we could improve that aspect of it?

I find as I look at a number of job training programs, and I think
Senator Simon would agree with this, that what is very sad is
when we talk about matches between training and placement we
are not doing a very good job of being realistic about what jobs are
out there. It does a disservice again, I think, if we are not realistic
about where the jobs are and where young people can move to. It
seems to me that becomes a very important part of designing a pro-
gram that works.

Mr. HOLLISTER. Yes, I think you are absolutely right. It is a com-
plicated problem to know aboutto carry out the follow-up for a
long period of time. I think maybe we are getting to a point where
our records systems are getting better so we can do that on a better
basis for a longer period of time using existing records, for at least
the legitimate parts of the jobs.

But again to emphasize this, Professor Donohue did, I think you
want to come back and emphasize the issue. Once you have got
that record, what are you going to say aboutwhat is a good per-
formance and what is a bad performance? Because it has got to be
compared to what would have happened in the absence of it. The
problem with now in auditing the follow-ups, even if they were for
longer periods of time, you do not have anything really to compare
it to.

So it may be that when you get out of the bigger evaluation
study you can derive a way of better proxying what the alter-
natives might have been. But you want to be a little bit more care-
ful, I think, as in the discussion earlier saying these centers are
performing poorly. I would take a lot of caution in judging that
from these placement and follow-up rates when it is just the par-
ticipants in the program that you have got to judge it by. You have
got to have some kind of comparison thing.

So I am definitely for further follow-up. I think this is true not
only for the Job Corps and other training programs, but for the
education system. Most of us educators do not have any idea what
happened to our graduates and we should be following up just for
own management information sake to understand better.
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I think your point about ties to what is out there in the economy
is very important as well. Again, if we looked at the San Jose pro-
gram, one of the important things of that program is it read the
local labor market very carefully and it closed down particular
types of training when the market dried up in those things, and it
opened up other ones. That is a hard task, I think, for the Job
Corps centers to really do at the same level, but I think they might
be able to move more in that direction.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you.
Senator SIMON. We thank you. We thank all of our witnesses.

The Job Corps has asked to keep the record open for 2 weeks. Our
hearing stands adjourned.

[The appendix follows.]

APPENDIX

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. REICH

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am pleased to
have the opportunity to join you today to discuss the Job Corps, which is one of the
jewels in the crown of our work force investment system. The Job Corps succeeds
at a difficult and urgent taskbuilding the skills and improving the workplace pros-
pects of severely disadvantaged young Americans. If the Job Corps did not exist, we
would have to invent it, and that mission of invention would be among the Adminis-
tration's highest priorities. But fortunately, the Job Corps already exists, and boasts
a resounding record of success. So our mission is to preserve it, expand it, and fur-

ther improve it.
While the economic picture is bright for the average American workerin the

past year, the economy has added over three million new jobsthe condition of the
disadvantaged has sharply deteriorated over the last 20 years. The fundamental
fault line running through today's work force is based on education and skills. If
you have the skills that come with a college degree, an associate degree, an appren-
ticeship certificate, training provided by an employer, or other education beyond
high school, you'll probably find a good job and earn a good wage. But if you don't
have the skills, you're more likely to be without a job or stuck in a job that goes
nowhere.

While the economy is creating large numbers of good new jobs, the prospects for
people without skills or with the wrong skills are becoming grimmer and grimmer.
Rea] hourly pay of recent male high school graduates was 20 percent below that of
their counterparts 20 years earlier, and the decline in pay for young high school
dropouts was even greater.

Increasing numbers of disadvantaged young men and women are idlethey are
not in school, not working, and not looking for work. Roughly 50 percent of out-of-
school American youth ages 16 to 24 who do not have high school degrees do not
have jobs. The proportion of young black high school dropouts who are currently un-
employed exceeds 70 percent; the proportion of Hispanic youth in this situation is
about 50 percent. The extent to which young men are in trouble with the law also
has increased dramatically. One-half of all black male high school dropouts under
25 and three-fourths of those aged 25 through 34 are under supervision of the crimi-
nal justice system.

Many of these youth are at risk of becoming permanently lost to the legitimate
economy; persistent youth unemployment is a grimly accurate predictor of subse-

quent adult unemployment and poverty. It is not so much that unemployment itself
permanently scars a youth, but that the same underlying factors that contribute to
a young high school dropout being unemployed at age 17 lead to her or his being
unemployed at 25 or 30.

If we address those underlying problemslow educational achievement, lack of
job skills, social isolationwhen the youth is just 17 years old, we have the greatest
chance to prevent the tragic waste of a lifelong mismatch with the mainstream econ-
omy. This is precisely what the .Job Corps does.

At any one time, Job Corps serves over 40,000 young women and men ages 16-
24, all of whom are economically disadvantaged. Seventy percent arc minorities;
80% are high school dropouts; over 40% come from families on public assistance;
and only 29% have ever been employed full time. Many lived in neighborhoods
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plagued by high rates of unemployment, crime, welfare, illiteracy, and substance
abuse.

These young women and men receive a wide variety of services while in the pro-
gram, ranging from academic and vocational training; medical and dental examina-
tions and treatment; AIDS Testing and education; counseling; training in intergroup
living, computers, world of work and parenting skills; and placement assistance. Job
Corps is an expensive program, costing over $22,000 per slot. But costs are only part
of the picture. Benefits are the other half of the equation, and the Job Corps' bene-
fits to society more than amply counterbalance its costs. Job Corps' holistic approach
results in services to a group of extremely needy youth, for whom Job Corps may
be the only viable alternative to the streets, to welfare, to crime, and to lifelong un-
employment. In one way or another, all of these alternatives are more costly than
the Job Corps.

Ultimately, each of us must take individual responsibility for pursuing work force
education or training opportunities. But we must ensure that the most vulnerable
young women and men in our society also have those opportunities, and that Job
Corps is able to continue to address their needs.

It has been the policy of the Job Corps program to enroll the most disadvantaged
young peopleto deliberately take on the hard cases. For instance, the program has
initiated pilot projects for substance abusers, for those involved in the criminal jus-
tice system, for the homeless, and for the mentally retarded.

Even though it takes on the toughest tasks, the program has a remarkable rate
of success. About seven of every 10 young people who leave Job Corps find jobs or
go on to full-time schooling.

The Department of Labor is responsible for a wide number of employment and
training programs, and we are examining each of them to see what works and what
improvements need to be made. We are committed to investing in what works and
fixing or discontinuing what doesn't. No program, however noble its intentions, is
exempt from the need to deliver. To determine whether Job Corps is a worthwhile
investment, we need to assess its benefits to its participants, and benefits to society
as a whole.

According to an independent evaluation of Job Corps completed in 1982, the pro-
gram provided a $1.46 return to society on every dollar invested. This study, con-
ducted by Mathematica Policy Research and using rigorous research methodology,
documented that students who had participated in Job Corps earned more income,
paid more taxes, were less dependent on welfare and food stamps, achieved higher
education levels, and were less involved in serious crime than youth from similar
backgrounds who did not participate. To provide us with more current information,
we launched a new multiyear evaluation of Job Corps this year.

There is no way to predict precise findings of the new evaluation. But we do know
that in terms of student accomplishments and immediate outcomes, annual results
have been consistent or better since the 1982 study. Based on the evidence, we be-
lieve Job Corps works and we are committed to expanding Job Corpsand thus to
make the Job Corps experience available to more young people.

President Clinton's investment strategy announced last year included a slow but
steady expansion of Job Corps by 50 centers and a 50 percent enrollment increase.
Eight new centers were initiated in 1994, the first installment in the expansion. Al-
most 70 communities submitted proposals, vying to be a site for one of the 8 new
centers.

The President's FY 1995 budget request continued the expansion by requesting
funding for 6 additional centers, and Congress has just responded by appropriating
funds for 4 additional centers.

Currently, Job Corps has a network of 111 centers, at least one in all but four
states nationwide. Thirty of these centers are operated by the Departments of the
Interior and Agriculture. The other 81, with few exceptions, are operated by contrac-
tors selected on the basis of competitive procurements.

These center operators range from companies like Teledyne and Vinnell compa-
nies, which have large Defense operations, to Management Training Corporation,
which is .lob Corps' largest contractor and whose primary function is Job Corps
training; to Tuskegee University in Alabama. Job Corps also depends on strong
union involvement to run selected vocational training programs. Indeed, Job Corps
training is provided through a long-standing and effective partnership of federal,
private sector, nonprofit, and union organizations. Good contractor performance on
key performance indicators is a condition for continuation of the competitive center
contracts. For instance, in the last 2 years, 20 contracts have been terminated prior
to the end of their maximum 5-year duration. Most of these termination decisions
were made on the basis of unfavorable performance assessments.
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The Job Corps program has been the subject of some criticism this past summer,
based in large part on judgments about findings from audits and analyses conducted
by the Department of Labor's Office of the Inspector General (OIG).

The audits of the Job Corps by the OIG have been extremely useftil in pointing
out opportunities for improving program design and management. Job Corps under-
took significant improvements in response to these earlier OIG audit reports, and
other improvements and chr..1,-;es are underway in response to more recent audit re-
ports.

While the OIG audits have keen helpful in pointing out areas for improvements,
they make no attempt to determine the return on investment or impact of the pro-
gram. Unlike audits, impact analyses directly measure the bottom-line effect of a
programhow much the program actually benefits its participants over the long
run. Do those who participate in the program find employment more easily than
they would have if they had not participated? Are their earnings higher? Do other
positive outcomes result from the services they have receivedhigher educational
achievement, less welfare dependency, less participation in crime? On net, do the
total positive impacts resulting from the ,-rogram outweigh the costs? This is the
metric by which we must judge any public program.

To take a private sector analogy, impact analysis looks at the bottom-line profit ,

created by a program and asks whether this is acceptable, while audits look at the
details of how the program is run and ask whether these details match, for example,
the documentation requirements of the audit.

The questions asked by impact analyses are different than asking graduates of
a training program whether they have done well or badly in their first jobs, which
is the kind of question that audits tend to ask. Graduates who do well still may
be no better off than they might have been without the program. Similarly, even
if some Job Corps graduates do poorly, more might have failed without die pro-
gram's interntion. This is especially true given the fact that Job Corps partici-
pants are drawn from among the most disadvantaged youth in our society.

The Department does not believe that audits such as the OIG's reports are the
appropriate tools for determining the overall impact of Job Corps, although as I in-
dicated earlier,they can be useful in improving the management of a program. Nor
is internal Job Corps management information sufficient to determine the overall
impact. And when auditors try to forecast program impacts based on such incom-
plete information sources, they are forced to make assumptions that can lead to un-
verifiable conclusions about overall costs and benefits.

For example, the OIG criticizes the Job Corps for a high rate of placements in
jobs that are different from the type of training received. But since the Job Corps
is an educational program as well as a training program, this criticism is not valid.
Higher educational and skill levels generally benefit workers.

If an engineering student at a community college were to be placed in an entry-
level management job, we would not automatically conclude that the community col-
lege degree she had received was not a worthwhile investment because her job was
not in engineering. The benefits of education include increases in reasoning skills
and abilities, and these skills and abilities may well have helped her get her job.

The same is true of the training and education Job Corps students receive. To de-
termine the bottom-line impact of the Corps, we must look at the total picture of
how well all participants did compared with a control group of individuals who did
not participate.

Furthermore, the OIG audits do not take into account any benefits of the program
other than educational attainment and placement. while we believe the program is
effective in these two areas, it also provides important benefits to its students with
respect to vocational skills attainment, work readiness skills, and medical and
health services. These additional factors will-be assessed as part of the impact eval-
uation.

The OIG also criticizes the Job Corps' dropout rate, which is 30 percent in the
first 90 days of the program. We do not consider this rate unreasonable or out of
line with typical dropout rates for high schools and post-secondary institutions.
Moreover, it must be taken into account that Job Corps serves severely disadvan-
taged young people who are often away from their homes and communities for the
first time and are placed in a demanding, highly structured environment. To assess
whether the Job Corps is a wise expenditure of public funds, it is not enough to
simply point out that many Job Corps students drop out. We must go further and
determine the program's bottom-line impactsomething that the OIG audit-based
analysis simply cannot do. The only way to avoid any failures is to refuse to attempt
hard things. The Job Corps' whole rationale is taking on the hardest tasks of work
force investment. Given that mission, its rate of success is remarkable.
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In sum, based on the 1982 evaluation and the fact that on average, performance
measures have been stable or improving since that time, it is our belief that Job
Corps' overall impact is quite positive. Indeed, there are very few government pro-
grams for which better evidence of cost-effectiveness exists. The audits performed
by the 010although they raise important issues, many of which we are in the
process of addressingprovide no evidence which supports a different conclusion.
Job Corps, like all other programs, is not perfect and can be improvedbut the bot-
tom line is that it works.

Because the Job Corps appears to be providing an overall social benefit, an expan-
sion of the program promises even greater gains for society and greater assistance
to the many disadvantaged youth not currently served by the program. In the
course of this expansion, we intend to continue working closely with OIG in address-
ing any management problems that exist in the program. But just because Job
Corps is not perfect doesn't mean that we shouldn't invest more in a demonstrably
cost-effective solution to one of this nation's most pressing problems.

We are bombarded daily with statistics about the high level of unemployment
among America's youth, about teen parents, about violence in the streets, about
school dropoutsall magnified when applied in the context of the minority commu-
nity. The youth affected by high rates of unemployment, teen pregnancy and crimi-
nal activity, and low levels of education represent an enormous cost to society.

Some of these costs can be borne in the short run by the cost of the Job Corps
programor they can be borne in the long run by the direct costs of incarceration,
welfare, and joblessness. The best evidence available indicates the Jcb Corps works.

The Administration is strongly committed to the Job Corpsto making it better
wherever we can, and to extending its benefits as far as we can.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. At this time I would be
pleased to answer any questions that you or other Members of the Committee may
have.

SUMMARY OF OIG ISSUES

1. STUDENTS ARE NOT BEING PLACED IN JOBS FOR WHICH THEY WERE
TRAINED

Job corps Comment: Job placements that match vocational training represent only
one of several different short-term indicators of student success. in regard to imme-
diate outcomes for students, the major Job Corps objective is placement into a job
or placement into further, full-time education, which is achieved for almost 7 of
every 10 students.

2. LACK OF PERFORMANCE STANDARDS IN CRITICAL AREAS: EMPLOY-
MENT MATCHED PLACEMENTS, CLASSROOM ATTENDANCE, RETENTION
IN JOBS, NO PLACEMENT STANDARDS FOR STUDENTS WITH LESS THAN
180 DAYS

Statement is misleading and out of date. Job Corps has a comprehensive perform-
ance measurement system which focuses primarily on immediate program outcomes
and attempts to influence center managers and staff to focus on services and prac-
tices that will yield long-lasting, positive outcomes for individual students. Stand-
ards pertain to measurable advances in reading and math skills, attainment of
GEI)s, vocational training completion rates, and retention standards, as well as
placement standards, including job training match placements. These standards in-
clude all students. Job Corps is pilot testing a methodology to obtain post placement
data from students.

3. CONSISTENTLY POOR PERFORMING CENTERS ARE NOT IMPROVED OR
CLOSED

This is a serious misrepresentation of actual practice. Job Corps has strong and
effective management systems that reveal poor center performance in a timely man-
ner and which respond aggressively to implement corrective action. Ii, fact, for the
81 contract centers, performance is an integral part of the Job Corps procurement
process and affects decisions on contract award and option year decisions. Of the
16 contract centers on the OIG's 1990 list of 20 poorest performing centers, 50%
have changed contractor.

4. CENTERS WILL BE OPENED WHILE MANY EXISTING CENTERS NEED
TO BE REPLACED OR ARE IN NEED OF MAJOR RENOVATION

Recent DOI. budget submissions and appropriations have made adequate provi-
sion for the facility, related needs of existing Job Corps centers while also providing
resources to expand program capacity by opening nelit.JAb Corps centers. Upgrading
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structural conditions at existing centers and increasing training opportunities for
disadvantaged youth are not mutually exclusive initiatives.

5. $100 MILLION SPENT ON STUDENTS WITH NO MEASURABLE BENEFITS
This is a distortion of statistics to cast Job Corps in the worst possible lightthe

context of this statement is an OIG report 'which stated that "85% of the investment
resulted in participants receiving measurable results." By any standard, this rep-
resents a highly productive investment in members of a highly challenging target
group. The OIG ascribes the "no measurable benefits" mainly back to students who
drop out early. The OIG also acknowledges that there are numerous non-measur-
able benefits available to Job Corps students.

6. COST EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROGRAMDO THE HIGH NUMBER OF
NOT-MATCHED PLACEMENTS AND STUDENTS WITH NO MEASURABLE
BENEFITS WARRANT SUCH EXPENSIVE TRAINING?

Yes, based on the overall record of Job Corps performance and cost effectiveness.
It has been well documented that Job Corps represents a high return investment
in the Nation's disadvantaged young people. The OIG appears to focus on the rel-
atively small fraction of students who do not achieve positive outcomes, but dis-
regards the great majority of students who find employment or enter higher edu-
cation, increase their skills in math and reading, obtain their GEDs, complete their
vocational training, and learn to live with others successfully.

7. PERFORMANCE MEASURES ARE Ncr LINKED BETWEEN THE SCREEN-
ER, CENTER, PLACEMENT CONTRACTORS

Statement is based on outdated information. Current measures include appro-
priate linkages between the centers and placement contractors, and development of
performance measures for screening contractors is currently underway.

8. UNION CONTRACTORS ARE PAID FOR ADVANCED CAREER TRAINING
AT ADDITIONAL COSTS, WITH NO SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN PLACE-
MENT RATES

Statement is based on an audit report of a contract with the Transportation and
Communications Workers Union (TCU). The advanced training delivered by TCU
and other labor organizations does tend to be more costly on a per-student basis
than regular vocational offering primarily due to the higher compensation received
the advanced training union instructors. Nonetheless, at an exit conference in June,
Job Cor-^ unsuccessfully cautioned the OIG their methodology and conclusion were
flawed. n- example, 271 of the students counted as nonplacernents were still en-
rolled in Job corps at the time.) The TCU placement rate, job training match rate,
and the average wage at placement are all higher than the national average.

9. SOME UNION EXECUTIVES ARE PAII) UNUSUALLY HIGH COMPENSA-
TION

Statement is erroneous and was later corrected by the OIG. There are no OIG re-
ports that review compensation of executives employed under Job Corps skills train-
ing contracts with national level labor organizations

10. PLACEMENT CONTRACTORS ARE PAID FOR PLACING STUDENTS
EVEN WHEN THE STUDENTS FIND THEIR OWN JOBS

Statement is incomplete. Placement contractors are reimbursed on a unit cost
basis, with rates structured to cover a wide range of services, including job develop-
ment, gathering information from former students, contacts with employers for
placement verification, documentation of placement results and report submission.

11. INSUFFICIENT DOCUMENTATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR PARTICIPA-
TION IN THE PROGRAM

Statement is misleading. When the OIG findings in this area were first issued in
1987, Job Corps promptly responded by revising its paperwork procedures and inter-
nal control processes. The data shown in the OIG briefing material shows dif-
ferences in data between 1987 and 1992, showing that Job Corps management ac-
tions led to sharp reductions in the imperfections contained in applicption folders.
In fact, the OIG indicates "There were very few ineligibles found in the sample test-
ed. The errors . . . for the most part, are due to lack of sufficient documentation
rather than ineligible participants.
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JOB CORPS ACTIONS IN RESPONSE TO OIG CONCERNS

1990 AND SUBSEQUENT OIG REPORTS

1. Job Corps has significantly enhanced its performance measurement system
(PMS):

introduced vocational completion measure in center PMS in PY 91
introduced PMS for placement contractors in PY 92 including:

all terminee placement rate
job training match placement rate for vocational completers
average wage at placement

revised center PMS system for PY 94 to link with placement contractor PMS
by adding:

all terminee placement rate
average wage at placement
job training match placement rate for vocational completers

established performance targets in center PMS at 75th percentile for PY 94
revised vocational benchmarking system for PY 94 to link with center PMS by
expanding instructor accountability to students who are in Job Corps 60+ days

2. Job Corps has significantly enhanced its focus on student outcomes by introduc-
ing an incentive based allowance payment system. Without changi: ARI allowance
costs, the system provides bonuses to students who:

pass their GED tests
complete their vocational training
obtain jobs or enroll in full time education
obtain training related jobs

3. Job Corps has taken several programmatic and administrative steps to address
OIG concerns:

revised student eligibility documentation requirements (NOTE: OIG did NOT
find ineligible students)
revised the student leave and accountability system
introduced vocational competency testing

4. Job Corps is currently:
pilot testing post placement follow-up after the 13th week
further strengthening the use of past performance as a criterion in contracting
decisions
undertaking a serious policy debate on screening criteria
working with the cognizant audit agencies to negotiate limits ($125,000) on top
corporate executive salaries charges : to the indirect cost pool

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANNA STREET

Good morning. My name is Anna Street and I am proud to be here today to the
you how Job Corps changed my life. I grew up in a single-parent home with six
brothers and one sister. My mother could not afford to send me to college, business
school, or vocational training alter I graduated from high school in 1967 when Job
Corps was new. In those days, there weren't many opportunities for a 17-year-old
young woman.

At that time there was a lot of chaos . . . riots, violence in the streets . . . an
old story that sadly is all too familiar still today.

The toughest decision I ever made was to leave my "safety net" of home to get
out of poverty. At that time, my world was fraught with expectation of defeat. I was
afraid. I had low-self-esteem. When I entered Job Corps trained in business/clerical.
I graduated from Job Corps at the top of my class. My first job was as a stenog-
rapher for S, P & F Railroad in Oregon. I was proud to be the first member of my
family to enroll in college. Job Corps helped me learn, try and succeed. In August
1993 I received a bachelor's degree in management and business communication So,
you see, the desire for excellence and skills that Job Corps taught me is still with
me. Job Corps helped me answer the questions: Who am 1? What can I do well?

Job Corps gave me so much more than a skill. I found wonderful people in Job
Corpspeople committed to helping young people like me find the way. They
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pushed me to be the best I could be without pushing me out the door. I learned
that I was okay. Job Corps made me believe in myself.

That caring atmosphere led me to what I do today. As Director of Partners In Vo-
cational Opportunity Training, or PIVOT every day we help welfare mothers suc-
ceed through a unique partnership between Job Corps and the Public Schools of
Portland, Oregon.

Do you want to know what's missing in the lives of today's kids? It's high self-
esteem, morals, a value system and a work ethic. When you come from a disadvan-
taged background, you do not automatically learn those things. So many of us take
that for granted. That's why I get argry when someone says "Job Corps is a waste
of money." Someone, thankfully, took an interest in me. Saving one life at a time
is important. We're always looking for the big victory, rather than a series of vic-
tories which lead to success. If there is a part that is brokelet's fix it but not abol-
ish it. There are lives at stake. Where would I, or the 1.6 million others who owe
a lot to Job Corps be, if we were considered a waste?

Sure, there are some kids who give up. But I think this is a caring country. We
don't give up on cancer research because 40 percent of cancer patients die. Our hope
is that one day we will find a cure. We don't give up on the 75% of kids who don't
complete college in four years. We hope that they'll find their way in life, too. We
cant give up on Job Corps kids because 30 percent of kids drop out, either. We can't
give up on Job Corps or the great kids it serves because we still have hope for them.

What we can do is take pride in the 62,000 success stories demonstrated by the
kids who work hard in Job Corps every year.

Thats why the Job Corps 50.50 Plan is important. The 50-50 Plan is a long-term
initiative to build 50 new Job Corps centers over the next 10 years to serve 50 per-
cent more kids. It addresses two separate but vital issues. It empowers kids today:
The 50-50 Plan proposes to enrich and enhance existing Job Corps services. It is
designed to :rye the kids of tomorrow: The 50-50 Plan proposes more centers, bet-
ter facilities, sturdy and new buildings.

I know that the future is bright for Job Corps. Someday, I want to be a youth
ambassador, travel the nation and the world and tell them all about Job Corps.
Until then, I will keep trying to give young people what Job Corps gave me. Because
without Job Corps, we are going to lose a lot of young lives. We are going to keep
on losing the war against gangs, weapons in schools, teen violence and poverty. Job
Corps is more than just a job training and education program. It's a shining ray
of hope for 62,000 young people each year. Yet six million young people in this coun-
try are at risk. That's a lot of potentially lost lives. We are losing them every day.
I could have been one of them.

Let me leave you with a thought. Civil rights leader Whitney Young, Jr., said:
"IT is better to be prepared for an opportunity and not have one . . . than to have
an opportunity and not be prepared. Job Corps prepared us for our futures.

Thank you.
U.S. SENATE,

WASIIINGTON, DC, 20510-3702,
October 4, 1994.

Hon. EDWARD KENNEDY,
Chairman,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
428 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington, DC, 20510.

DEAR CHAIRMAN KENNEDY AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITI'EE: It is with honor
and pleasure that I submit to the Committee this letter of introduction of my con-
stituent, Ms. Anna Street. Ms. Street is a perfect example of what Job Corps means

Nto our Nation.
Ms. Street's resume is a testament to the positive effect Joh Corps can have on

one's life. Following her 1967 graduation from high school, she wasted no time en-
rolling in the Tongue Point Job Corps center in Astoria, Oregon. As a Job Corps
student, Anna was a standout. Her ability to learn quickly and her warm inter-
personal skills soon made her a model, and she was named "Corpswoman of the
Month" twice for her superior performance. Anna made the most of the opportunity
presented by Job Corps, completing the business and clerical training program in
only nine months. She was immediately employed as a PBX operator and typing in-
structor.

Not satisfied to stop with her Job Corps training, she event,ially proceeded to en-
roll to study psychology at Portland State University. Her outstanding abilities were
recognized by Portland City Commissioner Charles Jordon, for whom she became a
policy advisor. By the time she let, Portland city government, she had ten years of
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high-level management experience. Currently, she is pursuing another degree, in
management and communications, at Concordia College.

Fortunately for Oregon, her outstanding professional success was not Anna's final
goal. She had a dream of starting her own Job Corps center for young women. She
founded Partners in Vocational Opportunity Training (PIVOT), to teach young, sin-
gle mothers on welfare how to achieve independence and success for themselves and
their children. PIVOT enjoys the bipartisan support of numerous public officials and
has received awards for its effectiveness.

Members of the Labor Committee are indeed fortunate to have this opportunity
to witness the success of Anna Street, an outstanding Oregonian of whom we are
justifiably proud. Thank you for making her welcome.

Cordially,
BOB PACKWOOD.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TAMIKA BUTLER

My name is Tamika Butler. I am a student at the Pittsburgh Job Corps center.
I am proud to have the opportunity to tell you about myself and Job Corps.

Before Job Corps, I lived with my family in Philadelphia. When I was growing
up, I used to get teased and taunted by the other kids in the neighborhood for being
slow and not very strong. When I was eleven, the doctors told me I had cerebral
palsy. I felt bad about myself and lost any confidence I had. When I was twelve,
I moved in with my grandma. She was the best influence I ever had. She made me
proud of myself and gave me motivation to succeed. Unfortunately, she died when
I was 15. From that day on, I took upon the responsibilities of taking care of the
household.

When I was in 11th grade, my brother became increasingly involved in drugs. He
kept getting high on crack and acting weird. I spent more and more time watching
out for his strange behavior and babysitting his 21/2 year old daughter.

It became harder and harder to go to school. I'd wake up in the morning, get
ready for school and then realize that the house was empty, except for me and my
brother's little girl. I couldn't just leave her alone, i had to take care of her until
someone came home.

Pretty soon, I just gave up and quit high school. I spent the next year filling out
job applicatiuns and tried to get my GED. I got nowhere because my family life was
just too difficult.

One day, a friend of mine who had graduated from Job Corps told me about it.
She said that Job Corps helped her get what she wanteda good education, job
training, and the ability to get a job.

I knew I was going nowhere at homeway too many distractions. I was not suc-
ceeding in achieving any of my goals. I needed to get ay..y from Philadelphia, more
importantly I needed to get away from my home. I needed to focus on myself for
the first time in years.

In June 1993, I entered the Pittsburgh Job Corps Center. Let me tell you, it
wasn't easy--in fact it was tough. But it made me realize that I needed to work
hard in order to get what I needed to be successful.

Let me tell you, nothing in Job Corps is handed to you. You have to be mature
in all decisions you make at Job Corps. The only way to be successful is to put your
whole self into the program.

Job Corps has been a great help to me and given me a whole new set of great
friends. I have made many friends at the center, and I have. lost many friends too.
Many have graduated and others I've lost because they were unwilling to abide by
the rules. They expected that they could get away with the same dumb things in
Job Corps that they were getting away with at home. Job Corps doesn't work like
that.

What Job Corps does, however, is gives you a sense of safetyno violence. It gives
you time to study, to learn a trade, to play sports, to make friends, to find yourself
and discover your strengths. Through Job Corps, I have developed a strong self es-
teem and have become much more sure of myself. I received my GED, I completed
my health occupations trade, I received Coca Cola's and Eljack Entertainment Tele-
vision (BET'S) national "Personal Best" award, and most importantly, in January I
will become the first person ever in my family to tend college.

I plan on attending Allegheny Community Co, age to obtain a degree in Physical
Therapy. I want to become a physical therapist and work at a children's hospital
helping out children with disabilities. I want to give something hack from what I
received from others. This never would have happened if I had stayed at home in
Philadelphia.
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When I call my family in Philadelphia, they are very proud of me. I am a changed
person.

They always say, "Tamika, we knew you could do it, you just didn't believe in
yourself."

You know what, I believe in myself because of Job Corps. I know I will succeed.
I know I will become a physical therapist. I know I will be able to help children
with disabilities, like mine, because of my determination to overcome obstacles, my
belief in God, and the skills and confidence I gained in Job Corps.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN 0. CROSBY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
On behalf of the 60,000+ youth and 14,000 staff of Job Corps, I would like to ex-

press my gratitude to you to testify before this committee.
I have been with the Job Corps for 23 years, 16 of them as a center director at

5 different centers in Oklahoma, Texas, Oregon and Utah. With the present center
in Clearfield, Utah, we have 1,350 students from many states and 450 staff. Last
year, I am proud to say that the staff and kids broke Clearfield into the top 20.
Based on Department of Labor criteria in placement, vocational completion, GED/
high school completion, learning gains, length of stay and in terms of overall per-
formance, Clearfield was ranked 19th in the nation. Big centers are not supposed
to do that, but we did. I should also add that the Weber Basin Civilian Conservation
Job Corps Center in Utah was ranked second out of 111 centers. Needless to say,
my colleague, Roger Mullins the center director at Weber Basin, and I are extremely
proud of our center's accomplishments.

I have seen many changes in our youth over the past 23 years and I am sorry
to say, sad ones. Our kids entering Job Corps are more abused, less self-assured,
doing more drugs and certainly having a tougher time trying to figure out what life
holds for them, if anything. On the other hand, I've seen Job Corps increase in size,
adding programs such as social skills training, computer familiarization, parenting
skills, alcohol and other drugs of abuse education programs, and special achieve-
ment incentives. Students are actively involved in community services such as Habi-
tat for Humanity, volunteering to maintain public areas and caring for our older
citizens. Watching all this activity you can easily come to the realization that there
is nothing so wrong with these kids that help from the Job Corps can't fix.

You are aware that we target those who can't read well, who do poorly in math,
who have problems speaking English and just need guidance in growing up. We pro-
vide these services like I previously mentioned and have helped produce lawyers,
educators, bankers, judges, business owners and more. You should know that when
I moved to Texas to direct the McKinney Center, I needed to borrow some money
to tide us over. I introduced myself to the bank vice president and told him what
I did for a living. He said I could have the money because he got his start at the
Gary Job Corps Center and told me how Job Corps saved his life.

You should also be aware that Job Corps is a very demanding program. Four
years ago at Clearfield, we initiated a no-tolerance program targeting 'rugs, alcohol,
gang activities, shoplifting and harassment. I held my breath thinking we could lose
half of the student body. I should have known better. Kids will always rise to your
expectations and they came in droves to thank me for the new policy. The center's
ranking went from 47th to 25th the following year. The rest is history.

There have been questions about Job Corps placement performance in 1990. be-
lieve at that time the country was in a recession and so the Job Corps placement
rate wasn't as good as we would have liked it to be. Last year at Clearfield 77%
of all program terminees were placed into jobs. That dramatic result is due to the
concerted efforts of the UAW, Women in Community Service, State Employment
Services, private recruitment and placement agencies and our own placement de-
partment. We hope to have even greater results this year.

I've heard that there are concerns by a few members whether or not less com-
petent contractors are allowed to continue to do business as usual. I can assure you
that with MTC and other contractors this is not the case. I can personally testify
that as a center director, I have to work with my staff to meet Department of Labor
performance standards. li)uring the program year, DOI, makes periodic visits to con-
duct program and fiscal reviews and is on the phone with me daily monitoring our
performance. To make matters more interesting, MTC, my employer, does the same
thing. If the center and I don't performthen I m gone.

It has also been portrayed in some circles that contractors don't lose centers be-
cause of performance. This is simply not true. The old RCA Service Company which
I worked for originally managed 15 Job Cons centers, but performance started to
slip and after the dust settled only 3 high performing centers remained. RCA was
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then sold to General Electric, which for reasons related to corporate restructuring,
got out of the Job Corps business.

It is very important for me to know that yru know Job Corps is not a slipshod
operatioe. The Department of Labor representatives are some of the finest and
brightest civil servants I have had the pleasure of working with during my tenure
with Job Corps. I'll put the Job Corps record of fiscal integrity of 99% plus up
against any Federal program. I can say the same about the dedicated staff at the
111 centers nationwide. That's why many staff have stayed with Job Corps for 30
years.

Those involved with Job Corps have heard the statement, "Job Corps costs too
much." I ask, "Relative to what?" It was reported that the: Governor of Virginia re-
quested $1 billion for new prison construction in that state alone. You have all
heard about the $1 billion pricetag for the B-1 bomber. Something is very wrong
here. Job Corps is a 30 year proven program with measurable results serving almost
100,000 of America's most severely disadvantaged youth. $1 billion to save them is
worth every dollar.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES C. MASTEN

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. Thank you for in-
viting me to testify in my capacity as the Inspector General of the U.S. Department
of Labor. I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss our audit work concern-
ing the Job Corps Program and our recommendations of ways the program can be
improved.

From the outset, I would like to emphasize that any views expressed today are
mine as Inspector General and may not be the official position of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor. I am accompanied this morning by Mr. Joseph Fisch, Assistant in-
spector General for Audit.

BACKGROUND

The Job Corps Program was created in 1964. The program is intended to serve
as a critical turning point in the lives of severely disadvantaged young men and
women. The purpose of the program is to provide these youths with education, vo,I.a-
tional training, work experience, and counseling to help them become responsible,
employable, and productive citizens. This important mission, coupled with the fact
that Job Corps costs exceed $1 billion a year, makes ensuring its success vitally im-
portant.

The Department of Labor, through its Employment and Training Administration
(ETA), administers the program. There are currently over 100 Job Corps Centers
around the country with approximately 60,000 students terminating from the pro-
gram each year.

Mr. Chairman, the OIG has always believed that the Job Corps Program plays
a pivotal role in the Nation's plan to enhance the economic earning power of Ameri-
ca s youth. In its 30-year history, the program has enjoyed a great deal of success.
However, as is always the case for programs of this size and magnitude, there is
room for improvement.

010 AUDIT WORK

In the last 5 years, the OIG has conducted approximately 275 audits of this pro-
gram including center financial and compliance audits, Federal program financial
statement audits, program results audits, and indirect cost audits. These audits
have been conducted pursuant to Federal statutory requirements and in order to
provide those administering the program with information on the program's man-
agement and operations.

These reports identified weaknesses in internal controls over Job Corps eligibility
and screening, placement, and student allowance systems, among others; and made
recommendations on needed improvements. In most cases, management has ad-
dressed our recommendations and taken necessary corrective action.

In addition, since 1987, the OIG has also issued 4 comprehensive cost analysis
reports on the performance of the Job Corps Program. The purpose of these reports
was not to criticize the program, but rather to provide ETA with an additional man-
agement tool in evaluating and maximizing its effectiveness. As a result. these re-
ports did not contain specific recommendations just information on the status of var-
ious performance indicators.

These cost analysis reports are based on Job Corps' own performance data for
each individual center. Our process has been to audit and array Jon Corps' data to
measure performance of various components of the program. The reports identified
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areas that we believe need to be reviewed and addressed by the ETA. The most re-
cent of these reports was issued by the OIG in 1991 for Program Year Ended (PYE)
1990. It is important to note that the program results for that year were consistent
with program results for Program Years Ended 1987 through 1989. For PYE 1990,
the OIG reported that:

1) There were no measurable gains for 115 (13,112/63,550) of the students that
terminated from the program that year. In other words, despite the fact that these
students' average length of stay for PYE 1990 was 151 days, they were not placed
in a job, did not return to school or enter the armed forces, did not show any learn-
ing gains, or did not attain their GED. Therefore, for PYE 1990, over $100 million
in taxpayer dollars were invested in students that did not attain any measurable
gains.

2) The placement status of 1/4 (15,923/63,560) of the total Job Corps participants
that terminated from the program was unknown. This was true even though Con-
gress intended that student tracking take place and such tracking is required by
Job Corps policy.

3) Only 13% (8,513/63,550) of the students obtained jobs for which they were
trained. This is an important factor since, Section 432(b) of Public Law 97-300
states that: 'The Secretary . . . shall make every effort to place (enrollees) in jobs
in the vocation for which they are trained or assist them in attaining further train-
ing or education."

4) Centers that consistently performed below the national average continued to
operate with no significant improvement. We believe this finding is most important
and I will discuss it in greater depth in a few moments.

It is important to note that these performance statistics for the Job Corps Pro-
gram represent an average of the individual statistics for each of the 103 Job Corps
Centers in operation nationwide as of June 30, 1990.

Currently, my office is conducting another comprehensive audit of the program,
this time through Program Years Ended June 30, 1991 and June 30, 1992, the lat-
est period for which information is available for audit. These reports will be issued
in final early next year. Our preliminary audit findings for PYE 1992 indicate that
program performance remains relatively the same as previously reported.'
Centers Performing Below the National Average

Mr. Chairman, one of the most important areas that we have identified in our
audits as requiring management attention has been the relatively low performance
of some centers. Using Job Corps' own data, the OIG has reviewed the individual
performance records of Job Corps Centers nationwide since 1987 and, based on sev-
eral performance indicators, has ranked the centers accordingly. OIG audits have
consistently shown that the performance of a number of Job Corps Centers remains
relatively constant from year to year. The OIG has found that while a significant
number of centers enjoy sustained performance above the national average in all or
most of the performance indicators, there are centers that consistently perform
below the national averages. This is true despite Job Corps' existing performance
measurement system.

The OIG has found that, for the most part, the bottom ranked centers place fewer
students upon termination, assist fewer students in obtaining their GED or in
achieving learning gains, have fewer students who complete their vocational train-
ing, and have higher rates of students whose status is unknown?

Mr. Chairman, it concerns me that there are such wide variances between those
centers that perform above the national average and those centers that perform
below. These variances include ranges of: 2% to 36% for students with no measur-
able gains; 5% to 44% for students whose placement status is unknown; 4% to 28%
for job training match; 10% to 92% for students obtaining their GED; 39% to 87%
for placements upon termination.

The OIG is of the opinion that every student entering the Job Corps Program
should have the same opportunity to succeed. As I stated earlier, the program is
intended to be a turning point in the lives of these disadvantaged youths. It troubles
me that a student's chance to succeed may depend on which center he or she is sent
to.

Mr. Chairman, as you are aware, each Job Corps center requires the continual
investment of millions and millions of dollars per year, beyond the initial capital in-
vestment, to remain in operation. While the OIG does noi, believe that centers
should automatically be closed due to poor performance, this is one of the available

'See Appendix 1 for comparative output results and center rankings for Pregram Yearn Ended
June 30, 1987 -82.

See Appendix 2 for specific Job Corps Center statistics.
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options, along with relocation, that should be considered if other management ac-
tions fail to produce the desired results. The OIG believes that, at some point, the
Employment and Training Administration needs to decide whether it is appropriate
to continue to fund those centers that perform below the national average and that
are not meeting program objectives, or whether these funds would be better invested
elsewhere.

OIG RECOMMENDATIONS

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, the OIG is of the opinion that the overall performance
of the Job Corps Program can be significantly improved if Job Corps makes it a pri-
ority to:

1) Assess the national averages for the various performance indicators, to de-
termine if individual center performance represents an adequate level of accom-
plishment; and

2) Institute measures to ensure that centers performing below the national
average show significant improvement (i.e., by overhauling the center's curricu-
lum and increasing center oversight). As a last resort, Job Corps may need to
consider relocating or closing those centers that do not show significant im-
provement.

The OIG also believes that overall improvements are needed in the Job Corps Pro-
gram with respect to: 1) establishing performance standards for employed matched
placements covering all students leaving Job Corps, job retention, measurable gains,
and post-program tracking of students; 2) improving existing facilities to make them
more conducive to learning; and 3) improving student screening to ensure that those
entering Jobs Corps demonstrate capabilities and aspirations needed to complete
and secure the full benefits of the program, as mandated by the law.

Mr. Chairman, in keeping with the intent of the National Performance Review,
we believe addressing these areas would be an appropriate start toward enhancing
program performance and, in our opinion, should be considered before a decision is
made by the Department to continue to recommend expansion of the Job Corps Pro-
gram. To do otherwise means that we simply will be continuing to spend already
scarce resources funding the less effective centers, further diluting the needed over-
sight and management of the program, and failing to ensure that every student en-
tering Job Corps has an equal opportunity to succeed.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion Mr. Chairman, I do believe it is appropriate to focus on the success
of the Job Corps Program. However, since no program is perfect, I also believe it
is equally appropriate to focus on those areas that need improvement. The OIG
looks forward to continuing to work with the Department and the Congress to en-
sure the success of this vital program. This concludes my prepared statement. Mr.
Fisch and I would be pleased to answer any questions you or the other members
of the committee may have.
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APPEND:Y

JOB CORPS PROGRAM
FIVE YEAR OVERALL CENTER RANKINGS
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JOB CORPS PROGRAM
FIVE YEAR OVERALL CENTER RANKINGS
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MIGUEL GARZA

- GOOD MORNING. MY NAME IS MIGUEL GAFIZA. ORIGINALLY FROM

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS I AM NOW A STUDENTAT TI-IS RED ROCK JOB CORPS

CENTER IN LOPEZ, PENNSYLVANIA. WHILE I AM a'CITED ABOUT BEING GIVEN

THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS SUCH A DISTINGUISHED AUDIENCE AM ALSO

PUZZLED. WHY HAVE 1 BEEN ASKED TO SPEAK2 THERE ARE OTHERS WITH FAR

MORE GRIPPING STORIES THAN MINE. OTHERS WHO CAN SPEAK OF HOW JOB

CORPS TURNED THEIR LIVES AWAY FROM CRIME, VIOLENCE OR DRUGS AND

INTO SOMETHING MEANINGFUL AND
PRODUCTIVE. BUT ME, I WAS JUST

ORDINARY. FACING MANY OF THE SAME PROBLEMS YOUTH ALL OVER THIS

NATION OF OURS FACE EACH DAY.

AS AN HISPANIC YOUTH I GREW UP BELIEVING MYSELF TO BE LESS THAN

IDEAL, LOOKED AT AND POINTED TO BY THOSE WHO DIDN'T UNDERSTAND ME

EVEN AS I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND
THEM. WHILE I BELIEVED 1 FOUND A REFUGE

BY STAYING WITHIN MYSELF. IN FACT I DEVELOPED THE CHARACTERISTICS OF

LOW SELF-ESTEEM AND SELFWORTH SO COMMON TO MANY YOUNG MENAND

WOMEN OF TODAY. WITH LIMITEDACADEMIC AND FAMILY SUPPORT AND

YOUTHFUL DREAMS OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY I CHANGED SCHOOLS TO BE

CLOSER TO MY GIRL FRIEND.

- I MAY WELL HAVE BEEN DESTINED TO THE LIFE 1 HAD CHOSEN WERE IT NOT

FOR WHAT CAME TO BE ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF MY LIFE

THE PASSING AWAY OF MY FATHER. WHEN HE DIED / FELT I HAD DIED TOO AND

MY WORLD COMPLETELY FELL APART. FOR SOME TIME I WANDERED

AIMLESSL Y AND WITHOUT DRIVE OR AMBITION, ULTIMATELY DROPPING OUT OF

SCHOOL

- MY MOTHER, SEARCHING TO RESCUE ME FROM THIS SELF-MADE HELL

ARRANGED FOR ME TO LIVE WITH MY SISTER AND HER FAMILY IN MARYLAND,

IT WOULD HAVE WORKED IF I COULD HAVE LEFT MY MIND IN TEXAS BUT IT

SEEMED TO BE FOLLOWING ME WHEREVER I WENT. AND SO INMARYLAND TOO

I FOUND MYSELF LOST AND CONFUSED, WITHOUT PURPOSE OR DIRECTION.

68
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- THEN ONE DAY I HAPPENED TO SEE A PENNY-SAVER AD THAT CLAIMED

THROUGH SOMETHING CALLED JOB CORPS I COULD CHANGE MY LIFE AND

CHANGE WAS SOMETHING I DESPERATELY NEEDED.

- SOON AFTER ENTERING JOB CORPS I BEGAN MY TRAINING IN AUTOMOTIVE

REPAIR. 1 HAD ONLY BEEN 1N THE PROGRAM ABOUT A MONTH WHEN 1 TESTED

FOR AND PASSED THE REQUIREMENTS FOR MY GED. WHILE I SAW NOTHING

SPECIAL ABOUT MY TEST RESULTS OTHERS DID AS THEY COMPARED MY

SCORE OF 323 AGAINST THE REQUIRED 225 NEEDED TO PASS.

WITH An: INCREDIBLY STRONG JOB CORPS SUPPORT SYSTEM BEHIND ME

WAS NUDGED AND PUSHED UNTIL. I HAD GAINED THE CONFIDENCE 1 NEEDED

TO NOT ONLY COMPLETE MY CURRENT STEP OFF PHASE IN AUTOMOTIVE

REPAIR BUT TO BEGIN MAJORING IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AT LUZERNE

COUNTY COLLEGE I AM PROUD TO SAY THAT FOLLOWING THREESEMESTERS

OF FULL TIME. FULL. COURSE LOAD STUDY I AM. CURRENTLYCARRYING A 3.25

GPA

- AS I MOVE FORWARD TO A BRIGHT FUTURE I CANT HELP BUT LOOK BACK AT

WHAT WAS A BLEAK PAST AND REALIZE JUST HOW SPECIAL I ALWAYS WAS. I

JUST DIDN'T KNOW IT. IT TOOK A PROGRAM LIKE JOB CORPS TO OPEN MY

EYES AND TO MAKE-ME SEE THE VASTNESS OF MY POTENTIAL AND THE

GREATNESS OF MY SELFWORTH.

IN CLOSING I CANT HELP BUT THINK OF THE MANY OTHER YOUNG MEN AND

W01.?4_N WHO ARE STRUGGLING TO FIND THEMSELVES. 1 WONDER IF WHEN IT

IS THEIR MOMENT FOR CHANGE THERE WILL STILL BE A PROGRAM CALLED JOE

CORPS? WILL IT STILL HAVE ITS DOORS OPEN TO PEOPLE LIKE THE YOUNG

MEN AND WOMAN YOU SEE BEFORE YOU TODAY OR WILL THEY BE TURNED

SACK AND TURNED AWAY BECAUSE THERE IS NO MORE ROOM? I HOPE NOT.

I THANK GOD THAT WHEN MY EYES WERE OPENED THERE WAS STILL ONE

PLACE LEFT. BUT WHAT ABOUT TOMORROW' WHAT ABOUT MY FRIENDS'

THANK YOU

b9
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN J. DONOHUE, III

I would like to thank Senator Simon and Senator Kassebaum for allowing me to share some
views on the Job Corps with the Senate Labor Committee. I am a Professor of Law and an
economist, and I have been working extensively lately on the topic of rational policies of crime
control. In the course of this work. I have examined issues such as the effect of hiring more
police officers and increased incarceration, as well as the crime-reduction benefits associated
with certain social programs. It is in this context that I have come to examine aspects of the
Job Corps and its evaluation by Mathematics.

As you are of course aware, a vast array of governmental or quasi-governmental programs
have tried to boost the labor market performance of young adults.1 These include Job Search
Assistance, the Summer Training and Education Program, the Job Training Partnership Act, and
so on.2 Unfortunately, the available evidence, much of which is quite rigorous, suggests that
these programs have little or no effect on earnings,' employment.4 teen pregnancy.' or partici-
pation in welfare.6 Since the programs were not specifically designed to reduce criminal behav-
ior, and since they had little or no effect on the variables they were designed to influence, it
seems unlikely that they would have a substantial effect on crime.'

The most promising jobs program -- the Job Corps -- should thus be viewed against the
backdrop of a series of largely unsuccessful labor market interventions by the federal govern-
ment, alone or in partnership with private contractors. Although there is evidence that the Job
Corps does indeed reduce criminal behavior, its performance stands out sharply from that of
other programs designed to accomplish similar ends.

The Job Corps is a residential, a -7 month program, mostly for high school dropouts.
Participants are 70% male and 60% black; only 14 percent read at above an 8th grade leve1.8
While participants are economically disadvantaged and presumably have a high potential for
criminality, the program does not accept applicants with serious behavioral problems, so hard-
core delinquents are excluded. Corpsmembers are taught vocational skills (secretarial, auto
repair, etc.); they are also provided with substantial remedial education.

The Job Corps has been subjected to a series of careful economic evaluations ,9 bved on a
matched sample design, with econometric controls for observed and unobserved heterogeneity.
The results of these cost-benefit calculations suggest that the program generates 51.46 in social
benefits (including crime-reduction) for each dollar in social costs)° The program had a cost
per enrollee of about $12,100 in 1993 dollars. According to the Final Report issued by Mathe-
matica in 1982. the benefits consisted of reductions in murders, reductions in other crimes, and
gains in output by participants in the program; properly discounted. these benefits totaled
$17,600 per enrollee."

Understanding the Job Corps' effects on crime is not entirely straightforward, even given
the massive amount of information in the Final Report. Table 1 presents the Final Report's
estimate of the per capita annual reduction in certain crimes attributable to participation in the
Job Corps. These numbers are all statistically significant,t2 but it is difficult to get a sense of
their magnitude, especially since the report does not present the actual number of arrests for
either the control or experimental group.

On its face, the Job Corps looks like a very attractive program: the estimated return on
the Job Corps is much higher than that for most social programs, and it appears to generate
some significant reductions in criminal conduct not only during the period of residential living
but in the subsequent four-year period as well. However, there are some reasons for caution.
First, recent reports by the Labor Department's Inspector General seem to suggest that, since the
time when the Job Corps was formerly evaluated, the program's performance has slipped sub-
stantially, with considerably higher costs, more dropouts, and lower job placement rates." We
do not yet know how accurate these charges are, but any assessment of the Job Corps as it cur-
rently functions, or might function in a future expanded form, should bear in mind that the
program's operation and/or general labor market conditions may have changed in significant
ways in the 12 years since the Final Report was completed.

Second, the Final Report on the Job Corps estimates that participation in the program
reduced the annual murder rate of Corpsmembers by about 3 murders per 1,000 participants,
measured over the 4.5 year program evaluation period. While statistically significant, the effect
of Job Corps participation on murder unfortunately seems implausibly large Translated into the
usual metric for murder rates, the estimated reduction is 2,'0 fewer murders per 100,000
participants." If the participants committed no murders at all, then a reduction of this size

0
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could only occur if the control group had been committing murders at a rate more than 4 times
higher than the average for black males aged 15-24.15 Of course, this would imply that the Job
Corps reduced murders by 100 percent during the experimental period

Thus, it would appear that the reduction in murders attributed to participation in the Job
Corps is greatly overstated. If Job Corps participants were committing murders at five times
the rate of the black adolescents of that day, and the reduction attributed to the Job Corps were
a more plausible but still very substantial 50 percent, then the murder reduction benefits would
have been only 140 per 100.000 instead of the aforementioned 290 per 100.000, which we
extrapolate from the Final Report.

There is at least one countervailing factor to consider, however In monetizing the gains
from reduced murders, the authors of the Final Report valued each human life saved at roughly
5300,000 (in 1993 dollars). which is considerably lower than most other estimates. For example.
Mark Cohen:6 uses a figure of S2.- million (1993 dollars), and some estimates range as high as
S5 million.(' One might imagine that the overstatement in the estimated reduction in murders
-- the true number might well be only one-fourth the estimated number -- might be precisely

S offset by the low estimate for the dollar value of murders prevented, which in turn might be
only one-fourth the true value. On the other hand, the estimated value of life in these cost-
benefit estimates usually varies positively with the present value of future earnings, and for the
Job Corps participants, this present value might well be low relative to the population at large,
thereby justifying the lower estimate used in the Final Report. Tins obviously raises intractable
philosophical and ethical questions about how to value human lives in cost-benefit studies.

In my opinion, considering the problems that I have discussed in the estimation of the
number of murders avoided by the Job Corps, I think it is likely that some mistake was made
that exaggerates the magnitude of the murder reduction benefits As Table 2 reveals, the issue
of the crime-reducing value of the Job Corps is critical to the finding that it generates sig-
nificant net benefits. If the program yielded no crime reduction benefits, then the program
would have costs larger than its benef its. Moreover, since most of the value from reducing
crime comes from the alleged reduction in murders, this factor -- and the concerns raised about
its accuracy -- are crucial issues that the Committee should consider in reaching its overall con-
clusions about this important social program Clearly, if the Job Corps in fact produces a sub-
stantial social return, then the program should be funded appropriate)) Conversely, if the
returns are inadequate, scarce public resources should not be wasted on it In any event. we all
await the results of the forthcoming evaluation of the Job Corps that will hopefully shed more
light on these important questions.

'The term 'quasi- governmental' refers to the fact that in many caste programs are actually run by private for. prof.:
eoterpnse, according to ruin and incentives structured by federal or ..... govern menu

"Excellent reviews of the literature can be found in lames J Heckman 'ls Job Training Oversold" The Public Inteeat
n 115 (Spring, 1994). pp 91.116. and Heckman, Rebecca Roselaus and Jeffrey Smith S Educational and Training
Policy A Re-evaluation of the Underlying Assumption. Behind the 'New Consensus University of Chicago Graduate

School of Public Policy, 1991

3The Job Training and Partnership Act (JTPAI tamed 16 month total earnings for adult enrolises by rooghi) 5900 earning,
for youth fell by about 1300 for women and 11300 for men Reesman. ROSSO. and Smut! gr 41

411eckman et a) do note 2 to 6 percent increase in employment rate, for JTPA enrollees as compared with k control grout

t'For example. the 59 EP program hod no effect on hien school graduatm rater, pregnancy. or welfare utilisation
Herein., ttootlitio and South, p 25

'Berkman et al. p 28

Neither is there convincing evidence that the overall condition of labor market,. -as measured by the economy s position in
the busineee cycle -hat strong *fleet on crime rates While some crimes (auto theft i are moderately pro-cyclical. others
(robbery. burglary) are moderately counter - cyclical, homicide bears no relationship at 11 to the state of the economy
Philip J took and Gary Zarkin "Cnnie and the Business Cycle 14 Journal of Legal Studio 116 (1985) For further
evidence fusing data from a emelt city and p.(ying careful attention to lour. of timing an I exogneity1 see Hope Corms;

and Theodore Joyce. 'Urban Crime Cut ..n.1 Violent Crime. in N fork City.' .

Sept , 1990 pp 662-583 But gee lease Ehrlich. The Lieterrent Effect of Capital Punishment A Question of Life and
Death.' IS Amer Leon Rev 397, 412 (1975)(finding that the deterrent effect on the rate of murder of improved labor
market condition, is stronger than that of any criminal Justice system variables I
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6Sar A. Lenten end Frank Cello, A Second Chance Training for Jobs (Kalamazoo. MI Upjohn Institute, 1988), p 133

9David A Long. et al, 'Evaluating the Benefit. and Costs of the Job Corps Journal of POIVY Analysis and Management.
Vol 1 No 1 11981), pp 66-76. and Charles Mailer, et al Evaluation of the Economic Impact of the Job Corps Program
Third Follow -Up Report (Pnnceton, NI Mthematic Policy Reuarch, Inc . 1982)

10Mallu, !Lai, at 261

llor the tote) benefits, roughly 40 percent came from reduction in crime of all kind,, while the remaining 60 percent came
largely (torn additional output produced by participant. in the program after greduatiori if the increased output it
ignored and the program is considered purely DJ a cnme reduction measure, its benefits are not large enough to cover it.
coot.

12As far u we can tell, the procedure employed in the evaluation seems to hare been es follows: (1) Correct the reported
number of arrests to account for under-reporting, (2) estimate an Ordinary Least Squares regression using the corrected
number of arrests as the dependent variable, (3) include a number of demographic variables lege, eex, etc.) and a
correction for sample selection effects aa explanatory variables, (4) also include a dummy vanable for participation in the
Job Coma The coefficient on this duinrny is then the estimated program effect We aggregated cheat effect...emu the
sample penorls (in program, 1 year, 2 year. tic.), then annualized to arrive at total effect

t3Ruth Larson, "Hearing Eye. Job of Job Cocoa,' The Wuhington Tama Weds . August 10, 1994, p AB For example,
according to the article, the IC found that only 12 percent of Job Corps participants 'eventually find work that matches
their job skills

"The rate for the U.S u a whole a about 10/100,000 Dunne the evaluation penod c.rvered in the Final Report, the
murder rate for Mack males aged 15-24. good proxy for Job Corps participants, was about 70 per 100.000

laAs of the present witting. we have been unable to determine the reasonlei for this surpnsing result

16Pam. Suffering. end Jury Awards A Study of the Cat of Creme to Victims 22 Law and Society Review. 637. 648
(1968)

ITMark Cohen's figure is denved from studies estimating workers' willingness to pay for reductions in th. nsk of death by
accepting lower wages Wing the same approach. however, the Environmental Protection Agency estim- d the value of a
life to be 14.8 million (in evaluating the cost of cigarette smoking)

Table 1: Estimates of the Annual Reduction
in Arrests per Participant
(Treatment Effect) From

Participation in the Job Corps

Reduction in
Number of

Crime A rrest$
Murder 0.003
Assault 0.001

Robbers 0.006
Burglar 0.005

Larceny 0.041
M V Theft

A
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Table 2

ESTIMATED NET PRESENT VALUE PER CORPSMEMBER (59t, Real Discount Rate)
Source Charles Mallar, et al., "Evaluation of the Economic Impact of the Job Corps Program --
Third Follow-Up Report,' (Mathemauca Policy Research, Inc., September, 1982). pages 233 and
248.

Benefits of Job Corps (1977 dollars)

I Reduction in Murders 51468

2 Reduction in All Other Crime 1351

3 In Program Output of Members 757

4. Post Program Output Members 3276

5. All Other Benefits 54'
Total Benefits $7399

Costs of Job Corps (1977 dollars)

I Operating Expenditures $2796

2 Administrative Costs 1347

3 Other Costs 92-
Total Costs $5070

Benefits Minus Costs a 7399 - 5070 $2327

Benefits Minus Costs (Excluding Reductions in Murders) = $861

Benefits Minus Costs (Excluding All Crime Reduction) = -$490

PREPARED STATEMENT OF J. LAMAR BEASLEY

MR, CHATRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

We are pleased to provide this statement for the record to share

with your Subcommittee the Department of Agriculture's strong

support for Job Corps Civilian Conservation Centers.

The Job Corps program was established in 1964 under the Economic

Opportunity Act to prepare youth and unskilled adults for entry into

the work force. It is America's oldest, largest, and most

comprehensive residential trairing and education program for young,

unemployed, and under-educated youth. Designed for severely

disadvantaged youth, the program breaks the cycle of poverty and

welfare dependence by providing the vocational training and job

placement that youths need to transition into America's work force.
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In May of this year, the Department of Labor (DOL) celebrated

30 years of sponsoring the Job Corps program. The USDA Forest

Service teamed up with DOL in 1965 and has been a willing and

effective partner in the operations of the Job Corps program. We

currently operate 18 Job Corps Civilian Conservation Centers on 16

National Forests in 11 states. The Forest Service trains and

educates approximately 8,000 young men and women annually through

the Job Corps program. The program enrollment consists of 15

percent women and 44 percent minorities.

There are many mutual benefits between a natural resource agency

such as the Forest Service and a youth training program such as Job

Corps. There is a natural harmony of improving skills and providing

challenges to our youth while, at the same time, accomplishing much

needed conservation work in our Nation's forests and local

communities. The Job Corps participants assist the Forest Service

in accomplishing its mission - Caring for the Land and Serving

People. For the past three years, Forest Service Job Corps

Civilian Conservation Centers have reported annual accomplishments

valued at over $20 million in conservation work. The Forest Service

Is honored to be involved in programs that conserve the Nation's

most precious resource, its youth, who receive training in areas

including carpentry, heavy equipment operation, plastering,

painting, brick masonry, and urban forestry.

The Forest Service is pleased with the outstanding effectiveness of

the Job Corps program. Eight of the 18 centers operated by the

Forest Service recently received DOL's highest rating. These

ratings are based on performance against center standards, including

the average weekly termination rate, the average length of stay, the

placement rate, the education learning gains, the number of general

education diplomas (GED) earned, and the number of participants

completing vocational training.

f.'s!

74
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We attribute the success of Job Corps graduates to the intense

training, increased work skills, and the team work atmosphere that

the Job Corps program offers its participants. For the period

1990-1993, the Forest Service placed 78 percent of its graduates

into the work force or into higher education institutions. In 1992,

the participants entering the work force received an average

4
starting wage of $6.50 per hour.

Mr. Chairman, there are many success stories that I could share with

you from events and circumstances involving Job Corps participants,

and I will shaze a couple to show the long-term gains of working at

a Job Corps Center. In May of this year, at the 30-year celebration

of the Job Corps program, a Job Corps graduate who had made

significant and outstanding achievement was chosen to enter the Job

Corps Hall Of Fame. This honor went to a graduate of the Wolf Creek

Civilian Conservation Center on the Umpqua National Forest, near

Glide, Oregon. The recipient serves as the first Hispanic Judge in

the state of Idaho judicial system. While at Wolf Creek, he earned

his GED and graduated in carpentry.
He credits Job Corps as 'he

springboard for his quest for higher education which eventually led

to a law degree. According to the Judge, Job Corps is where he

learned responsibility and discipline, all of which greatly

contributed to his success.

Another success story deals with a Job Corps graduate who completed

training as a nursing assistant and later found use of his skills in

saving the arm and possibly the life of a man whose arm was almost

severed from his body.

It is a worthy goal to teach workers skills that match the shifting

vocational goals of the computer age, but there is also another

important benefit, the unquantifiable way that such skills can

enhance the quality of life in America and help create a sense of

community. People who learn new things tend to use them to help in

hundreds of unexpected ways.
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AB a writer once said, 'the youth will take over our churches,

schools, and corporations. They will assume control of our cities,

states, and nations... so it might be well to pay them some

attention." Mr. Chairman, with the Job Corps Civilian Conservation

Centers, the Forest Service feels that it is paying our youth some

needed attention, and our nation and communities are better because
of them. We look forward to continuing to be active partners with

DCL in carrying out the Job Corps Program, and we also support the
expansion of conservation centers.

This completes my statement. 1 will be glad to answer any followup
questions from the Subcommittee.

Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LLOYD L. MIEi.KE
We all realize there are two kinds of Job Corps. Contract centers in urbanareas and those in rural areas under partial control of the Forest Service,National Park Service, Fish & Wildlife and Bureau of Reclamation Theserural centers are similar to the original CCC but currently they are too
vocationally oriented The rural ones are called Civilian Conservation
Centers. (CCC)

We recognize the dropout rate in the Job Corps is being questioned We
also have noted in the Washingtor Times of September 12, 1994 the drop-out rate of the 1992 AmeriC.orps.. type demonstration program was 20percent

We believe the dropout rate is due to the type 01 programs being offeredThese applicants are school dropouts and we do not believe they should bePut back in a vocational program Some of the youth of today need a workprogram out in the woods Give them projects they can be proud of as weare proud of ours We shouldn't expect our youth to decide their goals
immediately I didn't find my wag until 1 was 25 years old

We also believe it is wrong to think everybody is college material Our
country needs bulldozer operators, truck drivers. trail Mindere., and lire
suppression work is needed in our National Forests and National Parks

When the Job Corps started in 1964 many former CCCers were asked by
the administration to help ii get going Hundreds signed up and these
middle-aged CCC hogs were excited about being back in a CCC environmentof saving our forests and parks All of this was under Office of Economic
Opportunity MEM Wnen 0E0 was disbanded these CCCers became
disillusioned and many took early retirement

76
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How can we get back to those days in 1964 through 1968 We believe that
the rural CC Centers should be converted to 99% conservation work and
operated directly by and under the control of the Department of
Agriculture and Interior In this way we would essentially have the CCC
back working to save our National Forests and National Parks and at the
some time save our youths by having them in a healthy environment They
would still get their GED

NATIONAL JOB CORPS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Zotoper 1994

The abI, Senator Han,:
-IC Hart Senate R.uild.Ing
Washington. 2:51:

ear Senator Brown,

.:.ottiber 4, 1994, ah f)versight He4rinp uxamin_no l%irpt

was held ny Senator Pau. Simon :_hairmar or :hi_ FuncommIttes
on P.mploymen: and Productivity in response t C the concerns
of Senator Nancy Massentaum. The i?.ecord:3 remaIn oper. until
Cotober IS, 1994 : ar . wrizing to reques ,.. letter tror you
supporting the Joh Corps program to. .0e :%:lustec as part of
the permanent filing in tnese records.

As a pas: stuoent cf :oz Corps, : an %ter': much awarc o: tne
advantages :re program offers : have been siccessfully
employed for to, pas: 23 year:, by Dever
Deparme,L : continue to use s11: I learnea wnile
:oh Cor . Czher members of my family ICr -.a:c C.
have been a part ct trlf Joz Corps "fam:ly' as wel.. Tn_s
includes my da.:cnter three sisters, cnP trctne: and twn
nieces

Any prograr worth ItF weight gold dues nct come to Pt-.

w ttho.:t pro CS A5 d5 alumna. : share some o: the same
concerns Senator Kassennaum has Uowever,I wou.d noo ?. trtat

our energies and resources wil: not ne waste,:
only the shortcoming: of the program 7centifv:np ways

tt strengthen the program and bui-o oer,:,r.
rite the Iroc:ems the scnterr

bettar use of our resources The .er. tf :.!orps

pngram. is tc provide the opportanity to: younp peon: tr.
ge: vorationa_ tra.ining 4nd ocunst;lirp :nu: wILI
CC Dr-zome self-supporting tax payinp adult: wh' c:ntrio%;t?.

much tt their communities

::arr.
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laticna! Association of CC:: Alumn:
P C. Box 7491
Kansas city. MO 641:6

Dear VACCCA

I am a seventeen-year old high school s',:der. f-cm
South Bend Indiana. Just yesterday, I read an article In
the August edition of Backpacker magazine entitled
'Reviving a Good Idea'. It was an article about the
movement by Great Depression Era veterans to revive the
Civilian Conservation Corps.

This is the organization that I have for so long
known so little about, yet been so excited by. Since I was
a very young child, I have nearly grown up in Indiana State
Parks. Almost every one of them is dotted with stone
picnic shelters and bridges. There are steps carved into
the rocks of a canyon At one park and long rows of tall
pine trees guarding cornfields all over Northern Indians.
Beneath each of these works is a small, iron plaque.
'Constructed by CCC labor, 1.935'. I have always admired
these works. They are used by so many people from day to
day! I shudder to think how many people have enjoyed them
in the past sixty years... If only my generation could get
involved in such a wonderful public works program.

This is a letter of firm encouragement. In my high
school alone - -and there are six just in South Bend,
Indiana--there are scores of young people who would be more
than delighted to have a CCC job. We spend too many hours
of our lives flipping hamburgers and bagging groceries. We
want to get out and do something useful to promote
conservation. Sure there are such programs now, like the
Student Conservation Corps (SCA). but too many of them are
just token organizations. They have the idea but need
government clout to really get figures like CCC: three
million young men in nine years. There's a solution for
all the problems we've had maintaining our parks in these
past few years of economic downturn.

what a great concept' The wage coLld he op.ion2"y
sent home or put into a type cf savings account. access:t".
only 'or college or higher education That would kil!

with one stone'- -put our youth to work and promote
oi,ege enrollment k program like CCC. with the wo-Le-s
l:ving under military-style leadership in camps. would el.-
:each -espect and give young people self-conr:d-n7e
People wonder why young people act that way--the druge we

gangs. the violence. the crime. the -social depress:c-'
It's because they're idle and without self-dicipline a-d
,onficiPnc. Sure w. way we're not Idle but, fr:.nds e

tell you as an insider and one with experience out among
us. most of our minds are either sitting still or iwe!!1-1
on problems of no consequence whatsoever Let's put al'
that misdirected energy into something valuable, Let's rut
it into conservation work!
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Thank you so much NACCCA for your diligent eofmr.s
Cf theme- is anything I can do--tf necessary. T may t'r able

to put together a modest monetary contrtbuton or r.mrh.1-

talk about NACCCA's efforts :n the high schoo' Please

feet free to contact me.

Sincerely your;.

Derek Carr

RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING U.S. CONGRESS TO FUND SENATE Bp._ 598

"CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS, PROGRAM"

wnEREAS, the Civilian Conservation Corps was born from the

oesoair of the great depression; the soup lines, the Hoover

....apes, and the conditions which spawned "tne Grapes or krat--.

indicating a nation in desperate need or help; and

WHEREAS. in 1933, °resident Franklin D. Roosevelt faced a

hatior bankrupt in money and spirit. His first Hunarea 0a,s ,e

took man, bold actions. Passage or the Emergencv work Act in

march authorize0 several programs, one 3' whic" was the Civilian

:c-servation Corps. :t was a program to recruit thousands or

,d,ng men in a peace time arm, to work in forests. parks, lands

ano waters which constitute our basic resources; ano

WHEREAS, almost 60 sears later, our great country could

oehe'it greatly from a Civilian Conservation Corps program; and

WHEREAS, President Roosevelt called for action from

Congress and he got action, Senate Bill 598 creating the Civilian

Conservation Corps, was introduced Marco 27, 1933,

cleared both Houses of Congress and was on the President's desk

`or signature on March 31; and

WHEREAS, the first camp was opened on April 17,1933, in

4irginia, and by the first of Jul , there were 275,000 enrollees

in 1,300 camps across the country; and

WHEREAS, recruitment or be Civilian Conservatioh :Jros was

Gone by the Deportment of Labor. Iranebortation, camp

Construction and management were arranged b the

preT roni tl..VARABLE
7S
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Arm. while the Departments of Agriculture ano interior selected

the camp sites, planned, designed and supervised the work

Projects in cooperation with State Departments of Forests and

°arks. Through cooperation with State Departments of Forests ano

°arks. Through cooperative arrangements the Corps worked on

national, state and metropolitan lands and projects. The team

work and cooperation between the many organizat:ons was nothing

short of a miracle; and

WHEREAS. Robert Fecnner was appointed National Director by

executive order 1601 on April 5, 1933. He established an

Advisory Council of tne Secretaries of War, Labor, Agriculture

and Interior; and

WHEREAS, the CCC program had an immediate economic impact.

Supplies of all kinds from food to lumber, trucks, axes and

snovels were required. The enrollees were required to send home

$25.00 of tne $30.00 monthly wages. These expenditure and

allotment checks, which look small now, were felt in the cities

and towns across the nation; and

w.f.REA5, there was a social impact. 1ouno men were taken

0" The streets, the. traveler) far from home, and the. performed

work in a health, environment. Ine, learned to live and

work toaether and kU.000 illiterates learned to read anc write.

b, '935, over 600.000 enrollees were working out o' Z,650 camps.

'he time the program was disbanded in 1942, nearly three

mi;:ion men had engaged in this productive and popular program:

ano

wwEREAS, these men built 'ire towers, truck roads.

'ireoreags, ulanted millions o' trees, reclaimed tn-usands of

acres 'ram erosion, D.:lit countless federal and state parks and

campgrounds, salvaged timber from New England hurricane blow-down

p' '936, and improved 'Joh and wildlirn habitats; and

WHEREAS, by 1940, due to the growing threat of war and

improvement in the nation's economy there were fewer than 200,000

men in 900 camps. The need for the program was rapidl,

60
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diminishing. The corps was never abolished. Congress simply

failed to provide a budget for its continuance and by July, 1943,

tne entire program was liquidated; and

wHEREAS, Pert-, H. Merril; a State Forester of Vermont and

:her Commissioner of Forests and Parks was involved in

.eaclership and administrati.- or the program in his state. As a

forester, a
legislator and historian ne was admirably equipped to

teil the story of one of America's great peace time successes.

in one or the rtrst articles written on the C:v1:;ae

Cohservation Corps ne capt urea the despair and emotion or the

oepressibh as well as tne thrill of accomplishment it the

rehabilitation of both human and natural resources; and

aHEREAS, President Franklin D. Roosevelt's rorest Arm.

neay. woolen clothes, wore jackets. heav, shoes and

and, mittens for winter. A comfortable bed with sufricient warm

bedding, Including a mattress, woolen blankets. sheets, and

dil.ow case, was provided; and

WHEREAS, the Department of Labor chose a state selection

agent for each state to certify the selected enrollees to the

Department of War; and

WHEREAS, thousands of young men would be turned loose

In the woods having never used an axe or other tool, it was

decided that some local experienced men should be recruited to

teach the enrollees and assist the technical star". Until

'93S the selection o' these local experienced me- was

hardier .. "der the directior o' the Department o' .abor, and

therwarte: the ieoresentatives of the states were granted the

.4,cr:t.. 1-e technica. foreman knew where to orate :here

,p,a: iSte7 me, dr enance oDeratec

,roc

wHFREA`,, many yrtrrans of world War : mar.hed 'he

l' 0a501,Itoe it 1g3, Seeking bonus pay fnr their

wartimw The 'veterans' Admiristratior contacted

8 1 REST COPY AVAILABLE
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the °resident, as a rest:It or which, ne initiated an ex-

ecutive order on Hay 11, 1933, which directed that 25,000

veterans be enrolled in the Civilian Conservation Corps

Program. Enrollment began at once and increased to

32.924 in 1935 and 36,741 in 1937. Tne primary function

of the Veterans' Administration was to determine the

eligibility for membership in the veterans' contingent

and to certify such selectees to the War Department for

physical examinations and enrollment; and

WHEREAS. May 16, enrollment jumped to a total of 64,450

men; the next day added 8,100 men, and the next 10,100. On

June 1, a peak daily enrollment of 13,843 was reached. BY June

29. 270,000 men occupied 1,330 work camps. The task also

included the transportation of 55.000 enrollees in 335

companies from eastern Corps areas to the far western states.

'ne Civilian Conservation Corps gave employment to many others

besides the enrollees. Before the expansion there were 5,900

reserve officers, 70 warrant officers, 410 contract surgeons,

160 nurses. '.468 teachers 'Educational Advisers:, 18.000

tecnnical advisers. and about 3,000 artisans hired on a day -

to -day basis. 'he War Department was confronted with the

task of administrating and providing for the needs of a

sudoenly created army of 300,000 men. Immediate needs included

food, clotning, shelter, transportation, education, and religious

services. This was a larger undertaking than the Army had

encountered in the Spanish-American War; and

WHEREAS, every state (including Puerto Rico and the

virgin Islands: had one or more camps. The number of

ramps in a state depended upon mans factors. including the

number of enrollees from that state and the number of pro -

,sec's which a state nag readily available. Since there

were not enough projects in the east to take care of all

t,-,e easter', me,, man. eastern vouths were sent west. Or

"tort: 10, 1013, tne 'first Quota of

82

25.000 was called UP.
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and on April 17, the first camp, Camp Roosevelt, was occupied

on the George Washington National Forest near Luca., Virginia.

Ihe total number of camps varied during the eight:!.ear perioo;

as an example, there were 2,069 camps-of which 1,493 were

under the technical direction of tne Department of Agriculture,

506 under the Department of Interior, and 70 under tne war

Department. About 77 camps were located on Indian Reservations.

The average yearly enrollment (which included enrollees and

other personnel) in 1937 was 374,000; and

WHEREAS, the number of buildings within a camp varied

from one state to another. When a company arrived at a site

which had been established by a cadre of 25 enrollees, tents

were used as quarters until wooden buildings were built. On

some occasions in the north, barracks were not constructed

until snow had arrived with accompanying 30-degree-below

temperature. By 1935, prefabricated buildings were

shipped into the northeast: and

WHEREAS, the medical corps was suodenl% faced with the

Problem o' providing nealtn care for four individuals where

it had formerly provided for one. It had also become responsible

'or eiont humans wnere it had looked after onlx one. All

selectees were examined under Army Medical Corps supervision.

Accepted local enlisted men's were given protective vaccination

against smallpox and typhoid fever. Enrollees were instructed

In oersonai nxgienc and given periodical physical checkups.

Energenc dental treatment was pr,,vioed. A medical officer

was stationed in nearl.? every Civilian Conservation Corps

:amp. Some remote camps were 50 or more miles from camp or

..ospital, so 400 ambulances were provided. Rigorous inspec-

tions of food, water and vigilance against epidemics assisted

in keeping a healthy Civilian Conservation Corps: and

WHEREAS, spiritual and educational needs of the enrollees

were not neglected, and religious services were provided

regularly to all eniollees.
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Every attempt was made to get enrollees to

attend the religious services of their preference. In addition

to taking enrollees to near!: churches. clerics of the severa.

denominations were brought 'c camps to conouct services.

Sp/ritual ministrations or tne chaclaif, Priest, anti ratio. dic

not stop with the collective religious service: tne chao:aln,

talked over wit'- the 'Dung men tneir deepls persona: and

disturbing problems and did. In a iarge number o' cases, aid

them to adjust themselves better ih the world in wnich the

e. A:so, one or the most significant features o' tne

Civilian Conservation Corps was it eoucationa: proaram; anc

wHEREAS, eaucational programs were held outside of

the worw hours, and 'Jot- the Arm, and tecnnical service

Personnel aided the educational adviser. Educational

facilities at the camps varied from came to camp, but

usually included books, projectors and moving pictures

wtt- classrooms equipped with desks, blackboards and other

educational material; and

WHEREAS, the greatest problem in the negro camps was

the elimination of Illiteracy. 'right classes were taught

ok 'our persnns from High School. Sports and recreational

activities kept the boys occupied so that time would not

"ahq neavk anC lead to discontertmehf ; arC

wHEREAS, the accomplishments of the Civi:;af f.orserkat,or

Corps Ihr.ude the work or land and water area, which were

::urcnase,: Dv the then autnorized funds. The work or miqrator

Aq dame area', consisted of m:sce::areu,

-stroctior including frock trails, fire :Ines. te,ephche

:ihes, pidn'inc for foot anc cover. clearing luonc and

crannh.s. constru-tior of trilae, and okwes and una:,

ma.p o' the,e crclec'!,

.1!,, the n feature'. of

fhP rhfule,; and

wwiRtA5, during the Civilian ;'onservatior per,od,

research stations were established. In 1935, 46 :Ivillan

84
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Conservation Corps were established to carr, out drainage work in

Delaware. Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Marslano

ano 3hio; anc

WHEREAS, much constructive work otherwise impossible

was accomplished in Alaska, Tennessee, New England and in

New Jersev, Maryland, Delaware, Florida, the Gulf and

Atlantic Coasts, the states bordering on the Pacific Ocean,

and in Iowa and Illinois; and

WHEREAS, tne Civilian Conservation Corns advanced park

deye/opmedt bv man, sears. It made possible tne oevelopment of

man, protective facilities on the areas that comprise the

National Park S.stem, and also provided, for the first time, a

,edeval aid prooram for state park systems through .nich tne

National oar. Service gave technical assistance and aoministra-

t.ye ouicance for immediate oary developments and long-range

;:ann;nc, The National Park Svstem benefitec immeasurably

ov tne Civilian Conservation Corps. princidall thrOugh the

nJilliho of man. great', needed fire trails and other forest

,re-Prevention 'acilities suc- as lookout towers ano ranger

:aoins. Durinc the life of the Civilian Conservation Corps,

the areas received the best 'Ire protection in the history of

the Service; The Civilian Conservation Corps also provided

tne manpower and materials to construct mans administrative

and public-use facilities such as utility buildings, sarilta-

'ion and water systems, housing for its employees, service

roads, campground improements, and museums and exhibits:

to Jo reforestation and work relating to insect and

disease contnl: tp improve the roadsides: to restore

historlh sites and buildings: to perform erosion control.

and :and fixation research and work; to make var.ous travel and

use studies: and to do many othei developmental and aaministra-

,,e a.. ',at are ,7 important to the proper protect in' am

use of the National Par. System: and

WHEREAS, the Civilian Conservation Corps made availar,le to

t,e cf the national parks, for the first 'imp,
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a certain amount of manpower that allowed them to ao many

important jobs when and as they arose; also tne State park

Program received a tremendous impetus through the Civilian

conservation Corps; and

WHEREAS, curing the life of the Civilian Conservation

Corps, the General Lana Office operated a maximum of six

Civilian Conservation Corps camps and carried on a program

of work in the Territory of Alaska; and

WHEREAS, Conservation Work and Civilian Conservation

Corps activities within the Office of Indiana Affairs began

June 19, 1933. A total of 88349 different individuals

participated as enrollees. Eighty-five thousand two hundred

of these were Indians; 3,149 were whites, most of whom were

intermarried. An average of 7,564 enrollees, and 776 employees

0,340 persons in all -- were engaged in conservation activities

each day during the life of the Corps. Approximately $72,000.000

were expended -- en average of $8,000,000 per year. The work

accomplishments were Impressive, and have contributed directly

to the rebuilding of the reservations and the National Domain;

and

WHEREAS, a wide range of eaucation was received by the

enrollees from their part in the Civilian Conservation Corps

Programs. The learned of methods to conserve and harvest

and protect our forests. They saw the need for and learned

how to take care of soil erosion by revegetatiun and diversion

ditcnes to furnish water for arid areas. They saw the

dangerous effect of certain ynsects and animals upon forest

and agricultural crops. A large number of the enrollees learned

to read and write and our newer aliens also learned to use

our language; and

WHEREAS, in each camp, religious training was made

available to all by clergymen of Catholic, Jewish or

Protestant faiths who were attached to the camps as chaplains.

The enrollee, it he chOse,

1, the community; and

QUId QO to a church of his faith
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WHEREAS, the average number of camps operating in Illinois

was 54. The average distribution of camol by services for the

period ending September 30, 1937 was as follows? Agricultural

Engineering 5, Soil Conservatior. Service 4, State Parks 27,

Military Reservation 1. Tne aggregate number of Illinois men

given employment was 165.347. 'his figure included 155,045

Junior and veteran enrollees and 10,302 non-enrolled personnel

o' camp officers and supervisory workers. Tne number of

individuals who worked in Illinois regardless of the state

of origin was 92,094.

WORK ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Bridges, all types, number 394
Truck,foot and horse trails, miles 1,192
Check dams, erosion control, number 223,880

Gully erosion, trees planted, number 28 001,387
Water control structures, flood control, number..4,742
Trees planted, reforestation, number 32,938,000

AR,ENDIS

Ages of Civilian Conservation Corps Enrollees

The 'ollowing "igures were collected from a survey Taken in
Januar. 1937. Number of Civilian Conservation Corps enrollees
classiried according to age groups 'continental United States

Age last girt^das basis Number of enrollees

A:1 ages 350,350
.ears 36,240

13 .ears
1 ,mars 48,750
20 sears
2' .ears 35,209

sears 26.431
:1 sears
2+ sears 14.667
25 sears 13,730
26 sears 8,702
2' years 5,696
28 sears 3,743
29 years to 34 years
3s to 39 sears o.806
40 to 4u yedrs 14,163
45 to 49 sears 9,381
50 to 54 years 3.187
55 to 59 years 1,519
60 to 64 years 835
65 sears and over 426
Age not reported 194

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of
Cit.,. of Chicago hereby memorializes the U.S. Congress to
reestablish a Civilian Conservation Corps which would be as
Pertinent to our nation's economic and social success in the
1990s as it was in the 1930s and earls, '40s.

Coe
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[Whereupon; at 1:13 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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